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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, January 15, 197/
ROAD DEPARTMENT AT WORK — %/Yorkers from the Calloway County
Road Department were on the job this week in several areas, including the
Murray-Calloway County Airport. Airport Manager Johnny Parker expressed
his appreciation Jo thesroad department, saying the airport would still be
Carter White House Will Use
Small Staff; No Official Chief
By RICHARD E. MEYER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Jimmy
Carter's White House will take a four:
pronged approach• to • running the
government, using a shrunken staff
without a designated chief.
Carter set aside time at his home in
Plains, Ga., today to work on his
inaugural speech. He had but one ap-
pointment, with Gerald Rafshoon, who _
put together his television commercials
during the presidential campaign.
Carter aides here and in Plains an-
nounced the names of his top White
House aides Friday and outlined how
they will operate the executive office.
Six of the seven top aides, including
Press Secretary Jody Powell, are
Georgians.
Powell announced in Plainsthat:
-Hamilton Jordan, 32, associated--
with Carter since 1966 and his cam-
paign director, will be assistant to the
president to "act primafily-in the-area
of political advice and activity."
' _ Powell said Jordan "would be to
some extent" Carter's administrative
assistant, making him the closest thing
to a chief of staff the incoming
president will have.
-Stuart Eizenstat, 33, the Carter
campaign's issues director and a
principal author of the Democratic
-platform, be assistant to the
president for domestic affairs and
policy.
Eizenstat has been Carter's issues
adviser since his 1970 campaign for
governor of Georgia.
-Jack Watson_ Jr., 38, who directed
planning Tor the Carter administration
during the fall campaign and coor-
dinated transition planning after the
election, will be assistant to the
•president -for governmental relations
and Cabinet SeCretaty:
Watson's job will include liaison with
state and local governments.
• -Frank Moore, 42, who was Carter's
liaison to the Georgia iegislature, will
serve as his liaison with Congress.
Moore was southern-coordinator of the
Carter campaign until , midsummer,
when he iet up a liaison office with the
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House and Senate.
-Robert Lipshutz, 55, a prominent
Atlanta attorney and treasurer of the
Carter campaign, will be counsel to the
President.
-Margaret "Midge" Costanza, 44,
vice mayor of Rochester, N.Y., and co-
chairperson of Carter's New York state
campaign, will be assistant to the
president for liaison with special and
public interest groups.
Watson told reporters in Washington
the White House will work this way:
1. Zbigniew Brzezinski, head of the
National SecurityCouncil, will be in
charge of White-House involvement in
foreign and defense policy. He will deal
with the president and secretaries of
state and defense directly on some
matters of national security.
2. Eizenstat will be in charge of, "pre-
law" concerns - formulating domestic
policy and proposing programs and
legislation to carry it out. When states
.and -local goverements- are involved, he -
will share Watson's role of liaison with
governors and mayors.
3. Watson will be in charge of "post-
law" concerns - spot checking how
existing programs work and whether
legislation on the books is being
enforced; "trouble shooting ... ( and)
Crisis management" when necessary,
snowed in if the road crew had not helped. A grader from the road depart-
ment cleared the runway of snow and ice and then cleared off an area in the
parking lot.
. ahd coordinating "communication
between Cabinet members and betWeen
the secretaries and the president."
4. Hamilton Jordan will "facilitate
politically what we agree to do sub-
stantively. Politics and government
cannot be separated. Hamilton's in-
terests and my .interests, and largely:
our talents, are complementary." -
Watson said reports of a power
struggle between himself and Jordan
immediately after the election were
exaggerated.
Powell said all will have equal access
to Carter, who has said in the past there
will be no White House chief of staff. In
genersl, Powell said, the White House
staff will be organized like the "spokes
of a wheel" with Carter at the center.
"The point of a management set up
like this one is that you do not impede
other staffers of equal rank in getting to
the president," Powell said.
Both he and Watson said the White
-House staff -will be smaller than it is
-now. For example; Watson said, he will
have a staff of .10 - six professionals
and the rest„szretaries, ..
"I think in time we will not have a
Domestic Council as it is now con-
stituted," 'Watson said. He stopped
short of saying it will be abolished. Its
present . head in-:s the Ford
administration, Jim Cannon, said he
doesn't know whether it could be
abolished.
' They don't have to fill the slots, but
- they can't use the money appropriated
for it on other things if they don't,"
Cannon said.
Watson said the Cabinet Might be
divided Into as many as four "clusters,
committees or subgroups" - con-
cerned with the national economy,
national security, energy-environment
and other domestic affairs.
Subcabinet officers will come to the
White. HouSe to work on specific
projects and then retusn to the agency,
he said. That would reverse Nixon
administration proposals to put White
House staff workers in the Cabinet
departments:
"Our job is to facilitate and expedite
things for- the Cabinet departments
rather than-direct them," .Watson said.
He envisions a daily meeting of the
'top- White Ito- use aides, perhaiss at:
tended by Carter on occasion. Richard
Moe of the vice presidential staff will be
inclildedsWatson said- • -
He said members of the group know
each other well enough to meet without
a chairman.
"Maybe in time we will elect one," he
said.
Brock Regains Rung On Ladder
As Chairman Of Republicans
WASHINGTON ( AP) - As
Republican national chairman, William
Brock III has-regained a- rung. on the
political ladder- from which he tumbled
in Senate defeat. Now he intends to
claim a share of the national stage as a
spokesman for the opposition.
Brock, victor on a third ballot Friday
in the crowded contest for the GOP
chairmanship, said he expects to be
both a spokesman for the party and a
political technician in the rebuilding
effort ahead.
"All of the above," he said.
That could stir friction "with the
Republican officeholders who consider
themselves to be the prime spokesmen
and policymakers for the GOP, More
than a few of them had suggested that
the party install a nuts-and-bolts
politician as national chairman,- to
provide malsagement and organization
in an offstage supporting roie.
That is not lircseit's style. He served
eight years in the House, six in the
Senate and had his, sights on national
candidacy when defeat got in the way.
Brock lost his Senate seat to Sen.
James Sasser, D-Tenn., and seemed
sdoomed • to - a palificiad without
_portfolio until Mary Louise Smith
announced she was resigning as
Republican chairman. He saw the
opening and he won it.
In Friday's balloting by the
Republican National Committee, Brock
steadily gained support, from 54 votes
on the first ballot to 70 on the second to a
winning 90, nine more than a majority.
on the last.
His closest challenger was Richard
Richards', the Republican chairman of
Utah and the choice of Ronard Reagan.
who goc 48 votes on each of the first tso
ballots and 46 on the last.
Ohio chairman Kent McGough got 14
votes, Robert Carter, now co-chairman
of the party, got 6, and Arthur Fletcher,
a White House aide, got 5.
Then everybody went off to the White
Fibese fora final Republican Yeception
before President ,Ford's lease enOs and
Democratic President-elect Carter
takes over next Thursday.
Ford mode a brief and futile attempt
to install his former campaign
- -411-age4  taker:Ills _as chair-
man. But Baker withdrew as a can-
didate Monday and many of Ford's
allies wdund-up *porting Brock.
Brock's platform was a familiar one:
he promised. a drive to reorganize and
rebuild the party from the bottom up
and said Republicans must reach out to
recruit new voters and must earn black
support "to become again the party of
Lincoln and freedom.. '
Partly cloudy today and tonight with •
a Chance of a few snow showers ending
tonight. High today in the mid 20s to
near 30. Lows tonight from five below to
five above. Mostly sunny and colder
Sunday. High's Worn near ten to the mid
teens." Outlook for Monday. 7mostly
sunny and colder. Probabilities" of -
measurable precipitatiOn 30 per cent
today and 20 per cent tonight.
Graham Recommends
Schools Not Make Up
Five Of Days Missed
Kentucky Superintendent of Public school year would cause problems for
Instruction Dr. James B. Graham said
Friday he will recommend to the state
board of education that Kentucky
school districts be excused from
making up five of the day& that have
-been- 'Erased because of inclement
-weather-this-year. -
days is as far as we can go,"
Dr. Graham said. "Of course, it's up to
t4.e. WAN, te approve or.disapprove.of
my recommendation. 13t.ft I perceive it,
to bean emergency."
The seven-member board is ap-
pointed by the governor and represents
school districts in all parts of the state.
It has the authority to excuse districts
from up to_five days lost because of
unforseen emergencies such as snow,
floods or fire; according to Graham.
The board will meet next in March.
One area board member, R. C.
Mathis, of Paducah, said he would
favor Graham's recommendation.
''I've given it some thought and I think
the schools deserve to be excused," he
said.
Graham's recommendation also was
approved by most school officials in the
region who _ are facing lengthened
school terms That may run into June.
Many schools have been out for more
than a week because of the hazardous
driving condition.
Psisoitasetttopest--
Friday, and buses and classes were
running one hour late.
Many school officials say a longir •
students who will be starting summer- ,
jobs or going 'on previously scheduled- '
vacations with their families in June.
Teachers or gradasiting seniors who,
..plan o enroll suniMer SChOel at.
colleges might also be.affected.
"It would help us a great deal, it's a
great asset for us," said Calloway '
County Supt. Dr. ,Jack Rose. "Of
_course, we've got two snore-months -
winter left." Schools in Calloway
County have been idled nine days this
winter.
"I think it's real fine for the state,
although it won't affect us that much
-right now," said Murray City Assistant
Supt. Eli Alexander. The Murray school
calendar is set up for 180 days, or five
days longer than the minimum
required by the state. "We have the
days in case of bad- weather, but if -tee
don't have any bad weather we go on
and teach the 180 days - we think It
affords our students a better
education," Alexander said. "Later on,
howevess the five days could mean
something to us because this has been a
real bad winter." Murray City schools
missed five days before reopening
Friday.
School officials' fears of additional
lest time Appear to be justified, as
federal weather forecasters say the bad
-is ewpeet.d-4 es e4ev&tlr -.:-"-
4iparit36rlaym-swith thrweatherpattertr=
altered and frigid Arctic air stretching -




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - Nearly
all of the estimated 3 million blackbirds
in a southcentral Kentucky roost have
been killed in the state's first chemical
spraying attack of the winter.
  -A- -he icoptel di rue hed the30-acre
- Logan County roost with more than
1,500 gallons of PA-14 detergent as cold
rains moved in Thursday night.
Friday, only about 2,000 of the
starlings, grackles, cowbirds and
redwinged blackbirds were able to
leave._ -
"And some of them Were pretty
sick," said Agriculture Commissioner
- Thomas D. Harris.
Most of the birds were on the ground
at the roost. "Around 75 per cent of
them were dead. Some were still in
stress," Harris said.
The disabled birds weren't expected
to live long, and with their deaths,
Harris said, "The kill will be right at 99
percent."
More than 30 million of the blackbirds
migrate to Kentucky for the winter.
While northern farmers count them as
friends because of their huge ap-
petitites for insects, they are regarded
as pests by farmers where they spend
the colder months. „
Harris said he receives complaints
from farmers "everywhere there's a
feedlot near a roost."
The huge flocks devour grain in
By The Associated Press
None of winter's tears are expected to
fall on the state today, giving Ken-
tuckians a chance to escape.- at least
for now - from the -micas, 'sleet,
freezing rain and plain -rain that have
lashed the state recently. -
The sun may even make an ap-
pearance.
The - National Weather Sel vice--
predicted partly cloudy skies today and
sunny skies Sunday but also called for
temperatures in the 20s during the day
and in the single digits Saturday night,
raising -tile:.posibility of -treacherous-
rnnditions caused by the
freezing of the slush that developed
,
TN' weather service Said the mer-
cury hovered at or 'above freezing
Friday in nearly all parts of the state,
which remained under a tiaVelers'
advisory in the central and_ eastern
portions.
. . State police said interstate traffic ,
was slow, primarily because the lanes
had .iced up again after they were
doused by sleet.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
reported that the big, commercial
barges are crunching their way' through
the ice on the Ohio River.
Martin Pedigo, the corps'
spokesman, said ice runs the Lull -length
of the Ohio, fro? Pittsburgh to Cairo.
Pedigo said tht ice wasn't frozen
solid, , adding. that towboats , were
keepigg the river operational. "
However, he said; the river was
wheat crop, costing farmers millions,
Harris said.
They are blamed. for transmitting
animal diseases and for possibly
spreading histoplasmosis, a lung
disease, among humans.
The U.S. Fish and . Wildlite Service
-has certified four Kentucky roosts - in
Logan, _ Simpson, Hart and _ Powell
counties - for spraying with PA-14, the
only chemical, approved for - the- ex-
terminations by the Environmental
Protection Agency.
. The detergent and -Min combine to
wash protective oils- from the birds'
feathers, causing them to die of ex-
posure if it is cold.
State spraying operations killed
about 9 million blackbirds last year.
This year, the weather has given the
,birds a reprieve until now. Three
previous attempts on the Logan County
roost, near Rinsellville, were called off
for lack of rain.
handling only about 3 third of the
normal traffic. "We're locking a lot
slower than normal," he added. It
normally takes about 40 minutes to lock
through the dam here at Louisville, but
it's been taking close to two hours.
.'"rhe tows are moving vei-y slowly
and we've been very cautions in
opening the gates," Pedigo said. *
He added that, despite Friday's thaw .
sflooiling of the river is "pretty remote."
Schools were: dark in many counties
as they had been throughout the week.
State School Supt. James Graham said
some schools may not have to make up.
all-the missed-clays-in 01 del to retain
their accreditation.
Graham explained that the • ac-
crediting organizations usually rely
heavily on recommendations passed
along by his office.
School districts must have a
Minimum of 175 school days to retain
accreditation, but Graham said cases
normally' are reviewed on an inditfiduat t
basis. - -
,Among the barges waiting to move
along the river were'a number carrying
salt for highways.
Louisville already . has depleted its
suppli7and Mayor Harvey Sloane said
the city was sending trucks to Cin-
cinnati to replenish its supply. .
AprOximately. One inch of new snow
fell on the city, causing numerous
traffic jams. •
The state Bisvau of Highways said it
had a "moderately adequate supply of
salt" for the main interstate routes-and
state highways.








Murray Shrine Club will
meet at Triangle Inn at. 6:30
p.m.
Chapter M of P.E.O. will
, have a noon luncheon at the
Triangle Inn with Mrs. A. C.




The Week of Prayer and Self
Denial program of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will be at the church at
Two p.m.
Acteens I and II of First
Baptist Church will have a
przza party in the church
parsonage at five p. m.
First Baptist Church Youth
-fellowship .will tie held at




will meet at fhe home of Jan
Kind, 1805- Sherry Lane,
Murray: at nine a. m.
Theta Department,- *urray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p. m. with Mona Purdom,
R. N., as speaker.
Recovery, Ine, will meet at
7:30 p. m. at First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets.
Lunch .for.. Senior Citizens
-will be served at noon at the
North Second Community
Center with filmstrips and





den.' stop eating everything
.. go ahead and
eat
sufficiently
Start your figure slimming
without cutting out those 3
meals a day. You can eat suffi-
ciently white you lose pounds
of unwanted fat asi you follow
the X.11 Reducing Diet Plan.
No starvation dieting. Take a
premeal X-11 Tiblei before
meals. Down-goes your caloric
intake, down goes your weight
with the X-11 Plan.
MONEY HACK GUARANTEE.
Yourm.fie9r94..2A9422..m......1-.111,(•






Willing- Workers Class of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Betty
Gentry lit seven p. m. - •
Humane Society will meet
, at Calloway County Public
Library t seven p. m. with
Charlie hSnyder to discuss
"Care of New Pets."
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at the Court House
at seven p. m. _
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. di
A. M. will meet at the lodge
hall, Main Street, at
Calloway County
Astociation for Retarded
Citizens will meet at 6:30 p. m.




--- Tuesday-, -January 18-
Murray Unit of the
Salvation Army is scheduled
to hold its committee meeting
at the Triangle Inji. at,tweive
noon.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p. m. at the
Masonic Hall.
'Murray :TOPS Club will
meet at seven p. m. at the
Health Center.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p. m. at the chth house
with special program on
"What to do till the doctor
comes for the heart attack
victim."
'Dean.
Man Is Much Happier
Since Joining O.A.
By Abigail Van Buren
4.. 1115 by C5591,590 T.bbone.b1 Y News Erb" Inc.
DEAR ABBY: In 1913 I wrote to you tmd you printed
my letter together with your answer, which changed my
life. I would like to share with you what has happened to
me since:
1. I have sustained my 100-pound weight loss for five
years.
2. I went into therapy.
3..1 received a Master's degree in psychology; tintrani
now a practicing and teaching therapist.
T--owe an eternal debt of gratitude to Overeaters
Anonymous and you
ALIIERTIN LOS ANGELES
DEAR ALBERT: Don't sell yourself 'short. Without
your determination, you never could have accomplished
your goal. I shall reprint your letter as an inspiration to
others who need it now.
DEAR ABBY': My name is Albert, and I am a
compulsive overeater. Three years ago I weighed 305
pounds. I was in debt to the tune of 88,000, my marriage




Senior Citizens meeting will UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
rAll 
be at two p. m. at St. John's (AP) - Too much 
emphasis. - QIIIIeL-1641i,_____ _.'"1 ----- -h-ts itielii!islteallf olrort -. . ....persons- • ---wer•rw•imm - ",- 7-717161r4111111tterIKSirT*713VITy- '-
ceramics. Miller, who studied the poten-
tial of "Deaf Students as Art-
ists" for her doctoral thesis in
art education at Pennsylvania
State University.
The researcher, an associate
professor of art at Oallaudet
College in Washington, D.C., is
herself a deaf learner who
credits art with enhancing her
self-image and ability to com-
municate.
She enlisted the help of four
deaf Gallaudet students and
two deaf assistants for her
study, which she says has de-
termined that a combination of
New Providence
Homemakers Club will -meet
at the home of Karen Housden
at one p. m.
WMU Council of First
Baptist Church Will meet in
the church parlor at 9:30 a. m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Center.
 Art And sign larigiiaga can help
deaf students express them-
selves - both artistically and
psychologically.
Telling the students to ex-
press themselves through draw-
ing, she videotaped them at
work. Later, through the use of
Ameslan - American Sign
Language - the students and
bons ob
teacher the implica-
The ' images of
t h e el'v es-came through
graphical* in the drawings,
says Dr. Miller, a faculty mem-
ber at Gallaudet since 1959.
Their perceptions about deaf-
ness particularly were re-
vealed.
For example, one Ancient-did
a drawing which included a
packaged ear, carrying a 97,000
price tag.
"Because deaf learners are
auditorily deprived, much an-
plumb has been placed on She
teaching of speech, lipreading
and English so that deaf lear-
ners can supposedly function
well in the hearing world," Dr.
Miller points out. "Because of
this emphasis, the deaf lear-
ners do not grow in- their own
right but instead become imita-
tors of hearing people. Very
little has been done about mak-
ing-use of their visual and tac-
tile_ - --
Dr. Miler, who received the
doctor of education degree at
t h e summer term com-
mencement exercises, is codi-
rector of "Spectrum, Focus on
Deaf Learners," an organ-
ization founded in 1974 in Aus-
tin, TeL
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
with arts and crafts discussion
at 10:30 a. m., sack lunch at
noon, and band practice at one. p.m.
BRAN FLAKES
MUFFINS
Start the day with a good
breakfast and Quick Cereal
Muffins. Mix one cup biscuit
mix and two tablespoons
sugar. Combine three-
quarters cup milk and one
beaten egg; add to dry
ingredients and mix only
enough to dampen. Fold in one
and one-quarter cups bran
flakes (ready-to-eat cereal).
Fill greased muffin pans
about two-thirds full. Bake at
400 deg, for about 20 minutes,
or until lightly browned.
Makes eight muffins.
Fern Terrace Gazette
1503 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Kentucky
Ph. 753-7109
Editor, La Verne Tapp 1
- We are a little late in getting our news out to
you due to the fact We all had the flu bug hit us.
We are all on the mend at Fern Terrace now.
Our Resident Christmas Party was a huge suc-
_Ness and the. highlights of the night was the
resident's and staff doing the entertainment for
all our visitors. Fern Terrace had their own
ryhthm band and the appearance of good old St.
Nick.
We want to thank all the merchants in Murray
who gave'so generously to see all our residents
had a great Christmas. Also our thanks to all
churches, clubs and all individuals who toolf
their, time to _tome and entertain during the
holidays.
We want to wish a Happy Birthday to:
Arthur Jones, Mary Rushing and Irene [Riot.
Speedy Recovery to: Vero Adams and Bill Shelton.
We are a little late in wishing everyone a Hap-
py, Heal y & Pro%perOus New Year from Fern
Terrace 'but the wish is better late 'than never.
With all t$sit. snow here is our thought for the
day,
Stopping on a dime these days is a lot easier
than getting anywhere on it.
411
The singles
Among the 65 million un-
attached adult Americans. single
-women are a rariLdITY -growing
-group. Between the ages of 2i
and 29, for example, the pr000t-
lion who remain unmarried has
increased by more than one-third
,lace 1-960, reports. the Ameeican -
Council of Life insurance.
Female "singles" who, along
with men, constitute a growing
market for a variety. of goods
and services ranging from "singles
only" apartment- complexes and
travel clubs to dating services
and movie club memberships are
also becoming a growing fore
in such traditional "family" prod-
ucts as life irrsirrance. TepOrtS the
Council. Between 1965 and 1975,
the • average amount of ordinary
life insurance purchased by single
women climbed from $3,960 to
• $8.680, an increase of 119 per-
cent
r 41\ 
Joan of Arc was born in
Domremy, Lorraine, which at
the time of her birth was not
a part of France!
Overeating was the awes of all my problems, but I didn't
know it then.
I had triad reducing club, three times, diet doctors,
quack doctors, shots, pills, and even hypnosis. One diet
doctor put me on pills and shots and I lost 100 pounds in
seven months. In less than six months I had put it all back
on again. cost me $1,500.1
Then someone told me about Overeaters Anonymous,
and I went to a meeting. There were signs- all over the
place saying, "WE CARE."
Abby, I have never met a more loving, caring bunch of
people in my life. I couldn't believe it: The only
requirement to join "O.A." is a desire to stop eating
compulsively. There are no dues, and nobody is weighed in
or humiliated. You don't even have to attend meetings if
you don't want to. I can only tell you that after that first
meeting I felt that God had sent me there.
Today, I weigh 180 pounds, am debt free, have money in
the bank and my marriage is more' secure than ever. I'veeven returned to my church, where I was ashamed to go
for years because I felt so unworthy.
Overeaters Anonymous is strictly that. No last names
are used, but I will sign mine, and you may check me out.
That organization has done so much for me I want to let
others know about it so they can be born again. Because
thats what happened to me. 
_
a
ALBERT IN LOS ANGELES
DEAR ALBERT: Not only did I check you out, but I
personally spoke with several members of "O.A.," and
every word you wrote is true. Anyone Interested in
learning more about this wonderful organization (there are
chapters all over the U.S.) may write to Overeaters
Ananymoua, P.O. Box 34854, toe. Angela*, -CAE. 90034:
DEAlft ABBY:The other day a friend of mine II will Callher' Josephine) told me how. cool she thought my brother
was and that would give anything to go out with shim.
Well, I told my brother about Josephine and what shesaid, and he didn't think the same about her. lji fact he
thought she was a creep. I even offered him money to tae
her out just once, but he wouldn't do it. I know Josephine
is going to ask me about my brother again. What shall I tell
her?
ON THE SPOT
DEAR ON: If Josephine inquires about your "cool"
brother again, tell her that he freezes at the suggestion of
dating a friend of yours, and unless she can attract him on
her own, it's not tonight Josephine -or sny other night.
At any given moment there are 3,200 thunderstorms in the world, some of which can beheard at a range of 18 miles. ,
Helping kids eat right
Mothers face the important and difficult task of
building and safeguarding their chiWren's health by
, seeing that they eat properly. To help mothers work
toward the best health for their children in the early
years, the National Live Stock and Meat Board offers
- these guidelines.
' -• Consider what food means to a child. In addition
to satisfying hunger, food is the building material as
well as the energy provider for young bodies.
• Learn the kinds and amounts of food your child
needs. The needs of young childrenlre basically the
same as for older members of the family but may call
for slight changes in method of preparation and size of
portions.
• 'fry to understandkhe child's vewpoint about food.
Foods and eating are new expeRences for the -young
child and most tend to be cautious, curious and even
rebellious.
• Set a good example. Children learn by imitating
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Consolidated Report of Condition of" Bank £ Murray 
---ftt the stifle er-Rentcy-•• 42071 and Domestic Subsidiaries st the ctise of
State Bank No 73-207
Form 114p (State) 0-711
business on  12-31 ,1976 
BALANCE SHEET ASSETS Sch. • Item
1. Cash and due from tanks   c 7
2. U.S. Treasury securities .  B 1
3. Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies and corporations  s 2
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisions r   B -3.
5. Other bonds, notes, and debentures  El 4 -
'i6. Corporate stock
7. Trading account securities
8. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell D 4
. 9. ruin% Total (arrliwfing_unearned income} _ _ -----
b. Less: Reserve for possible loan losses
c. Loans, Net
10. Direct lease financing
11. Bank premises, furniture and fixtures, and other assets representing bank premises
12. Real estate awned other than bank premises
13. Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies
14. Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding
15. Other assets




LIABILITIES Sch. Item Col.
17. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations F If A .
18. Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations F if B+C
19. Deposits of United States Government 2 A+B+C
20. Deposits of States and political subdivisions . 3 A+B+C
21. Deposits of foreign governments and official institutions  F 4- A+B+C
22. Deposits of commercial banks 5+6 A+B+C
23. Certified and officers' checks 7 A
24. TOTAL DEPOSITS (sum of items 17 thru 23)
a. Total demand deposits F 8 A
b. Total time and savings deposits • B+C
25. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under-agreements to repurchase E 4
26. Other liabilities for borrowed money
27. Mortgage indebtedness
28. Acceptances executed by or for account of this bank and outstanding
29. Other liabilities   . - 
























32. Preferred stock a. No. shares outstanding
33. Common stock a. No. shares authorized







36. Reserve for contingenciei and other capital reserves
31 TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 32 thru 36)
38. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 30, 31, and 37) 
_ --MEMORANDA 
1. Average for -15 or 30 calendar days ending with call date:
a. Cash and due from banks (corresponds to item 1 above)
b. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell (corresponds to item 8 above)
C. Total loans (coraseponds toltem 9a_ above)..,
d. Time deposits of 8100,000 or more (corresponds to Memotanda items 3a plus 3b below)
e. Tote! deposits (corresponds .to item 24 above)
f. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase (corresponds to item 25 above)
g. Other liabilities for borrowed money (corresponds to item 26 above)
2. Standby_ letters of credit outstanding
3. Time deposits of $100400 or more:
a. Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100,000 or more
b. Other time deposits in-amounts of $100,000 or more .
(Par value)





































































Sworn to and subecribed before me this 14tL, day of Januaxy , 19.77..,
and! hereby aertify turf aat not an officer or director afjis bank.
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EDITORIAL
What Is A Girl? 4
By Walt Apperson
Publisher
The birth of Gene and Rue
McCutcheon's daughter on
Thursday marked the fifth
baby to be born to Ledger and
Times employes since my
coming to Murray four years
ago. 4l'he sixth in the line of
births is due in May for Bill and
Alice Rouse. Alice is the
bookkeeper and office manager
for the taper. With 30 employes
and the greater number of them
being yOunger, the list will
probably grow in time.
Having three daughters
myself, I- can feet- with my
editor and his wifethe pride of
having a new daughter and
pass along this description. The
McCutcheons have a son Russ
and he, is also enjoying the
excitement of the new birth-.
WHAT IS A GIRL?
Little girls are the nicest
things that happen to people.
They are born with a little hit of
angel-shine about them and
though it wears thin
sometimes, there is always
enough left to lasso your heart
- even when they are sitting in
the mud, or crying tern-
.permental tears, or parading
up the street in mother's best
clothes.
frazzle your nerves, yet just
when you open your mouth, she
stands there demure with that
special look irk her eyes. A girl
is Innocence playing in the
mud, beauty §tanding on its
head, and motherhood
dragging a doll by the foot.
Girls are available in- five
colors - black, white, red,
yellow or brown, yet Mother
'Nature always manages to
sele& your favorite color when
you place your order. They
disprove the law of supply and
demand -there ale millions of
little girls, but:each is as
precious 'as rubies.
God borrows from many
creatures to make a little girl.
He uses the song of the bird, the
squeal of a pig, the stub-
bornness of a mule, the antics
of a monkey, the spryness of a
grasshopper, the curiosity-of a
cat, the speed of a gazelle, the
slyness of a fox, the softness of
a kitten, and to top it all off He
adds the mysterious mind of a
woman.
A little girl likes new shoes,
party dresses, small animals,
first grade, noise makers,' the
girl next door, dolls, make-
believe, dancing lessons, ice
cream, kitchens, 'coloring
vegetables, snow suits, or
staying in the front yard. She is
loudest when you are thinking,
the+ prettiest when she has
provoked you, the busiest at
bedtime, the quietest when you
want to show her off, and the
most flirtatious when she ab-
solutely must not get the best of
you again.
Who else can cause you moke
grief,,4._ joy, irritation,
satisfaction, embarrassment.
and genuine delight than this
combination of Eve, Salome,
and Florence Nightingale? She
can muss up your home,'your
hair , and your dignity -7 iPencr
*our money, your -time, and
your temper - then just when,
your patienCeis ready to crack,
her sunshine peeks through and
you've lost again:
Yes, she is a" nerve-racking
nuisance, just a noisy bundle of
mischief. But when your
dreams tumble down and the
World is a iriess - when it
seems you are pre(ty much of a
fool after all - she can-make
you a king when she climbs on
your knee and whispers. "I love
you best of all!"
Bible Thought
10 Years Ago
It was "Sam Foy Day" today as
about 250 relatives and friends
gathered in Jeffrey gym at Calloway
County High School to pay special
honor to Mr.. Foy_lor his-23 years of
service in extension work in Calloway
County.
Deaths reported include Clyde
McDaniel, age 78.
Jerry Knight, -son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Knight, was installed as Lodge
Chief of Yillite Feather Lodge No. 499 at
a banquet held at Ken Bar Inn. -
Glenn Armstrong, son of Mrs.
Brownie Armstrong, will receive his
Bachelor of Divinity degree at the
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville, January 27.
AlitIO beat Faxon to become cham-
pions of the Calloway County Junior
High Basketball Tournament _held at
Jeffrey gym. Supt. Baron Jeffrey
presented trophies to Almo as winner,
Faxon as runnerup, and New Concord
for third-place. '
20 Years Ago
Dr. Price Doyle, nationally known in
music education circles, will retire as
bead of the Murray State College Fine
Arts Department in June. He will be
succeeded by Prof. Richard Farrell.
low of 22 degrees above zero was
reported as the temperature here last
night, according to Prof. B. J. Tihnan of
Murray State College.
B. W. Edmonds will preside at the
meeting of the Calloway County Firni
Bureau to be held on January 19 at the
Calloway County Court room. :Mrs,
Curtis Hays is County Farm Bureau
Women's chairman.
Dr. W. Frank Steely and Mrs. Jack
Frost were speakers at the meeting of
the Murray Branch oe- the American .. books make-up. cailisf .watee,..„ He is the Ro5k1 bi_.1.04.11, per- ...-4ssociationa4 -UaivaraitY-Waluaathekl.A-Mt-girt can be sweeter going visiting tea parties and fect: a God of truth, and without in the home economics dipartmential,
: -ii-.- --IgicieliCe hitilding at Murray State.---: (Wit -.-brd-def I -tifieller than • -irne -Riy. She doesn't care so--initibitYjusr2nd ',Sluts -tic-tre4teronomy 32:4. Mr. and MIS. Cary Rose etFlora..111,anyone else in the wbrld. She much for visitors, boys in 
God is' ct spects. He
— -
have been the guests of her mother,per'fe in all re _can jitter arctund, and stomp, general, large dogs, hand-me- 6 the only - .foundation for life that Mrs. Lena Jones, and his sister, Mrs. C.and. make funny noises -that-- 40 wiiS,. -.- str a i gt) C. Linn. t chairs, can bring blessings.
30 Years Ago
Seventeen local ex-servicemen are in
training leading to commercial or
private flying licenses, according to
Vernon Curd, operator of Maripn Field
here in 'Calloway County. Thir City of
Murray has been approved for federal
aid in construction of airports by the
Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Deaths reported in past two weeks
include Mrs. Nancy Jane Clark, age
102, Virginia Brooks Carson, age 4,
_Mrs. Willie Mae Doores, age 61, Steven
Lloyd Dooglas, age five days, William
Marion Craig, age 57, Tax C. Jones, age
39, John W. Milstead, age 81, Mrs. Will
Camp, age 54, William Thomas
Wilkinsen. age 71... and Miss Lourennie
Rowlett, age 83.
J. 0. Parker will open a new grOcery
store this weekend under the name of
Parker's Food Market.
Births reported inelude a, girl-to-Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Thurman on JaMuiry 7, a
boy. to Mr. and Mrs. Lube Cooper on
January 14, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Orean J. Adams on January 10, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Will Rob Walston
on January 15.
Marriages announced this week
include Martha Myers to James Calvin
Paschall on December 25.
Good quality fat steers sold from $20
to $20.50 this week at the Murray
Livestock Company.
Murray State Thoroughbreds beat.
Morehead State 58 to 53 with Odell
Phillips getting 18 and Rex Alexander
17 for Murray State.
40 Years Ago
The William• Mason Memorial
Hospital is now located in the new
$150,000 building erected in the same
location at Auth Eighth and Poplar
Streets where the building burned in
early 1935. The unit has an automatic
sprinkler system, has -two operating
rooms, and will care for 154 patients.
An average of $8.69 has been reported
for the safe of dark fired tobacco for the
season on the three loose leaf floor-
s—Growers,Murray, and Outland. -
Deaths- reported in the past two
weeks include A. B. Beale, age 87, B.
Godwin Humphreys, Mrs. Jessie
Parker, age 60, Mrs. Jennie Kirkland,
Mrs. Lora May Duncan, age 28, Mrs.
Arnatida Phillips-, Age 69, and Mrs.
Pearl Hutchens, age 52.
Births reported this week include a -
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hub Ere/in -on
January 5, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Buren
Poyaer ets January-42,-a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Claude White on January 11, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Fitts on
January 10. . _
Marriages announced this week
include MarY Douglas to Kenton Miller
on January 9:
Elected as directors of the Peoples
Savings Bank for 1937 are A. F. Doran,
Leslie Ellis, R. H. Falwell, E. B.
Houston, C. H. Jones, E. A. Moore, E.
G. Neale, A. J. Outland, L. D. Outland,
T. H. Stokes, and H. T. WaldroP.
Bank of Murray directors -elected for
1937 are J. D. Sexton, J. H. Churchill,
M. 0. Wrather, E. J. Beale, Max B.
Hurt, L. N. Moody, L.. E. Wyatt, M. T.,
Morris, Frank Beamanz., and F. E.
Crawford.
os.
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AvAlunay Business News Briefs
Furniture Stores Predid Strong Gains
Furniture projections for
the first quarter of 1977
appear quite healthy, as
some major chains and
department stores are
budgeting a 10 per cent
increase over this year's
first period. Retailers say
this growth rate estimate is
particularly encouraging
because first-quarter
business is 'normally soft
after a pre-Christmas
splurge by many con-
sumers. Often, they say,
just staying ahead of the
previous year's figures is
considered an ac-
complishment. It is
generally felt that as 1977
develops, sales gains will-
become even larger, since
they will be compared to
much softer second and
third-quarter figures
posted during this year's
spring and surruner. Sales
are directly related to
advertising space run in
local newspapers.
The real reason for buying. .
Sound Quality-Brand Reputation
In 1975, most people who
were owners of stereos for
their car were also•pur-
chasers of stereo units for
their homes. In picking a
format, they continued to
favor eight-track for their
cars over cassette and they
increasingly bought
combination AM-FM radio
car stereo units. By a wide
margin, buyers of car
stereo continued to put
sound quality and brand
reputation ahead of the
"right price" as a con-
sideration in selecting a
brand of stereo. On a "first
mention" basis, sound
quality (32 per cent) and
brand reputation (25 per
cent) led the "right price"
(9 per cent). 1Discount
Merchandiser)
Owen Billington
The Business of farming is big business in Calloway County. It takes
knowledgeable people to keep abreast of the ever-changing needs of
the farmer/businessman. Qwen Billington is our specialist. He knows
(millers, farming and the bu3iness of insurance.
I II'S AST GOOD BUSINESS TO DO sums WITH THE PROFESSIONALS!
The Murray
Insurance Agency
PROVIDI-IG MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE
PERSONAL AND BUSINESS '
INSURANCE SERVICE
Bel-Air Center Telephone 153-4151
Murray Burger Chef Joins Group -Bell new manager
The Burger Chef store in and officers of HUSSTA,
Murray, Kentucky has Inc., the parent cor-
joined the operations of the poration of the three
three Burger Chefs of Paducah Burger Chefs.
Paducah, it was announced Also under the new
today by P. J. Grumley and ownership is the Mayfield,
rut. _oerr juatiactoi
Business Progress Edition





scheduled to appear in the
January 29th issue of The
Murray Ledger & Times.
This coloeful section
proudly tells our readers
how long area businesses
have served the fine
_ community of Murray and
Calloway County.
10,11•••.••
The advertising staff of
The Murra Ledger &
Times is putting the section
together and will be calling
merchants In the next few
days.
A special note to new
businesses - if you have
opened a new 'business in
the last year be sure and
call us at 753-1919. We don't
want to miss a single
business.,
5 5 ........ IFTWITTIFTTTTT .....le
SANK NOTES
Save gasoline and car
expense, as well at
time,' `• by planning and
consolidating errands
and shopping Opt. List
your stops ar,i make
them all on one trip.
•
• Have a plan to save money, too. Start by -opening
• a_savings account with us and malt". regular
•
•
• deposits. You'll be p)eased by how 'ast your
• •, money grows. '
- -
PEOPLE. S BANK '
'
Member FDIC
m UR KAT IT 
OULA ILA 9111111011.1111111111111111
••••••• •••••••• ass,
In announcing the pur-
chase of the Mayfield and
Murray restaurants, Mr.
Grumley said the two
stores are now part of the
west Kentucky family of
formerly owned _by Jef-
ferson Foods of/Louisville,
Kentucky.
Grumley said that since
they are now under area
ownership, they will be
more involved in civic,
community and ar90.4c-
tivities. Although there will
he supervision and coor-
dination of store operations
out of Paducah, plans call
for both stores to • be
managed and staffed by
local people in each
community.
Grumley also announced
that Charles Bell,  formerly
manager of the Paducah
Burger Chef store in the
west end, has moved to
Murray and will serve as












At the same time, it was
announced that Ted ilahn,
of Paducah, will now serve
as Personnel and Training
Director for all five stores
Kentucky. Grumkey
revealed that plans call for
extensive remodelling and




Consumer Confidence How It
Works-Or Does It?
• nzurner confidence- ts--
,that amorphous ambiguous
abstract that can spell
boom or bust for many
retailers. It is so general a
term. inlact. that although
it can beanalyzed and even
measured, it does not lend
itself to specific conclusion -
in terms of sales results.
"It's what makes people
buy or not," said one
research director of Gallup
Economic Services. To
relate consumer con-
fidence to buying, he
breaks it down into three
key elements. First, there




economy and the unem-
ployment situation; third,
optimism about the tuTItts
in general. Whatever this
confidence has been, it was
not really in evidence .until
the recent holidey'.,
peridd. Prior to that,
consumers left thein. •
wallets and their belief In
the national economy and
their personal incomes by
the wayside.
A Buffalo, Y.
restaurant offers to deliver
pizzas by helicopter. Extra
charge for the service? A .




PRINTING SIR \ IC ES
Charles W. Olree, Owner
Phone 753-5397 102 North 4th
Now you caa rest a little easier. -
Vofferal legislation which began in September permits you
authorize the deposit by the Treasury. Department of your Social
Secunty ,hei-k into your rile, king avvount it ings acr 111111t With
New sti can earn a hies mere.
You'll ear'n interest from the moment wt. rei eiye sin
Security check if it IS fleprositt•I ti sour sasilo.;,. do count rs, mot.
idle I ands, a hi It your cheek rests ID our mailbox .11- on your r
New yea sae asoW a wait is Boa.
„lust ber-au.Se your Simla! Si, ants 4 heck arrivt,1 ,1..esn't flif,tr.
to pot', the bank We deposit it for you AUturnath ally
Now you can arranw for direct deposit of
your Social Security dmck. Drop by the bank
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On The Subject of
Deer Poaching
Part III
A study completed by two
New Jersey educators has
helped law enforcement of-
ficials to take note in their
battle against illegal deer
hunters. The results show a
need for an education
program which will make
these violators aware of their
offenses.
Portions of that report. are
_ included herein for Your in-
formation and use. The
researchers, GarY. S. Sawhill,
Instructor of ' Wildlife
Management, Stockton State
College (N.J.) and Robert
Winkel, Department of En- behavioral aspects and
vironmental Studies alsct - °L.-methodologies of the activity.
Stockton State College have
entitled their study
"Methodology And Behavioral
Aspects Of The Illegal Deer
Hunter." Some of the facts are
interesting as well as sur-
prising. '
"An interview study of one
hundred and forty-eight ad-
mitted illegal deer hunters
was conducted to determine
the behavioral aspects and
methodology of deer jacking
activity. Through structured
interviews given at individual
and group sessions, the
characteristics of the violator
and the methods of operation




Land Between The Lakes
• Eagles Weekend -
"Eagles Weekend-1977" will
'be headquartered at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park,
February 18-20, 1977. This 8th 
annual weekend will be
highlighted by field trips to the
isolated bays and inlets of
Land Between The Lakes in
•--search of the majestic bald
and golden eagles which
winter in the area. Special
interest programs featuring
Jim Fowler, former associate
producer of the television
series "Wild Kingdom," will
-J•
Golden Pond, KY 42231. tioipaat- per program is 75
; Outdoor Recreation Youth- cents. , Individuals must
' Enrichment Program izrovide their own camping
The first session of a series equipnient and food.
of Outdoor Recreation Youth The programs will center
Enrichment Programs -has around attinliei that' Wilt
been scheduled for January meet the-reqairernents for
28-30 at TVA's Land Between participating Scouts to earn
The Lakes with additional portions of their merit badge.
sessions to - information
February and March.
The weekend program will
be conducted at Camp
Energy, a group camp located
near the Environmental
Education Center. Reser-
be held in the lodge. For ad- vations are required for in-
ditional information write dividuals to participate. Each
EAGLES WEEKEND, TVA, program will be limited to 25





408 N. 4th 753-6779
Specializing in servicing tires end 5.erlie#1.••i** e*hirles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires in the
Jackson Purchase.
•Gumbo •Rtmonciton
•Notional •Mo Kt Troc
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write or call Bob Jones, TVA,
Land Between The Lakes,





Bow season at Land Bet-
ween The Lakes closed
December 31 with 24 deer
taken in the second half of the
split season. In the first part of
the season 432 deer were
harvested. More than 10,700




January 16 & 20
Duck and goose hunting
seasons in Kentucky will close
January 18- and 20, respec-
tively. In Tennessee both
seasons will close January 20.
An aerial census taken in
have immediate law en-
forcement and information
and educational implications.
William B. Morse (1971)
described a fish and game
violation as falling into one of
three categories - the ac-
cidental, the opportunist, and
the premeditated or criminal.
Perhaps the best example of
the criminal game violator is
the "deer poacher" - locally
known as the "jacker." Due to





The objective was to obtain
an understanding of the
violator's background,
Variables under consideration
were designed to give insight
liktojaw enforcement methods
and effectiveness, and to point
out where preventive
measures may be useful.
The information was ob-
tained by interviewing one
hundred and forty-eight ad-
mitted illegal deer hunters
ranging in age from fourteen
to sixty-six... The names and
credibility of individuals
jacking deer who would be
willing to anonymously
discuss their activity were
obtained from students,
friends and associates.
The interviews were held in
persori_eitheEindividually or
in small grciirnS.' Shrviews
were structured and
presented along the guidelines
of a questionnaire.
The majority of illegal deer






High school 4-H members
MU participate in the 4-H
Mini-Fontana Resource
Development Conference at
Brandon Spring Group Camp
in Land Between The Lakes,
January. 14-15. The theme of
the conference will be
"Resource Development in
Western Kentucky—Past,
Present, and Future." The
two-day meeting focuses on
how resource development
has affected the economy of









Alabama, attended a Natural
Resource Consortium at
Brandon Spring Group Camp
in TVA's. Land Between The
Lakes, January 3-8. The
program provided students
experience in solving specific
field study problems relating
early December indicated a_ _to _ ...the . management of
population of 1,245 geese and resources for recreational use
5,289 ducks on Lake Barkley. and development.
Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods Dept.




.31 Guns & Ammo
_ 641 South Phone 753-9491
Storeg
Food Gaut
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
'Hwy. I So. Phone 753-8322
•
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given day of the week between
12 to 2 a.m. during the winter
months. Eighty-four per cent
of the time, the violation is
commited by a group of two to
three men who have a better
than fifty per cent chance of
either being drunk or in the
process of drinking. There is a
90 per cent chance that the
group will be made up of men
who hunt together during the
legal season.
This accounts for the fact
that the majority jack deer on
or bordeFfng lands which they
hunt. Fifty per cent of those
interviewed have at some
time killed deer by spotlight
on state game lands.- - • -
The equipment and
sophistication of the violation
-.varied from the • "typical
group" involving a driver,
spotlighter and gunner, to a
multi-vehicle, radio dispat-
ched team using the first car
as search and kill team and
the second car the pick-up.
Forty-seven per cent of those
interviewed used a four-
wheel-drive vehicle at some
time during the operation.
Ninety per cent of those
using a four-wheel-drive
vehicle while jacking have
never been apprehended or
pursued. This is compared to
those using standard drive
vehicles of which only sixty-
seven per cent have never
been apprehended or pursued.,
all are still jacking deer.
The greatest percentage of
the deer jackers initially
began their activity between
the ages of seventeen to
twenty. However, several of
those interviewed began as
early as twelve.
Those who began their
activity before driving,
normally started with
members of their immediate
family.. Seventy-one per cent
of the jackers interviewed
came from families whose
relatives jacked deer,
although they may or may not
have started them.
A hla OerCentageTfirty-
one, admitted not graduating
from high school. Nineteen
per cent _have had some
college.
One of the answers that
Conservation Officers were
interested in learning was the
past conviction record of
illegal deer hunters. Thirty-
five per cent have been
previously apprehended for
violation of a fish and game
In the midst of the A four wheel drive pickup
...PredirriMent whic.barips uS sn4w drifts as
the icy jaws of winter it seems high as the hood. Fact,
that a lot of smiles have because it was proved more
'become fastened to the faces
of the local crowd of four
wheelers. And the abundance
of four wheel drive machines
in the local area has certainly
been felt over the past few
days. It's that one ceitain And almost as startling has
event which sometimes occurs been the ability of the more
during the winter months that recent four wheel drives,
turns even the highways and known , as full times, with
streets into &real four wheel --automatic transmissions to
drive adventure. Without-four literally travel up and down
wheel drive it's  mostly the icy roads with an amazing
regarded as a curse. tenacity ci-gratid fraction,
From the window of the far superior to the older type
Palace Restaurant at Sunday which is a straight gear
lunch last week we counted arrangement.
eighty-one four wheel drive Four wheel drives go great
rigs that went by in the space in the stuff, be it snow or ice.
of just over an hour. Not many Stopping is an entirely dif-
years back there were not ferent story as many of the
even twenty four wheel drive new found converts have
rigs to be found in all of promptly discovered. Step on
Calloway County. And in the brakes and you get the
seven hundred miles of travel same thing a passenger car
this past week four wheel does; slide until it gets tired or
-drives have been busy bangs into something big
everywhere in the area. enough to stop it. It is possible
The snow brought on an to use the four wheel drive to
impromptu meeting of the advantage by gearing the rigs
local four wheel drive club, down but natural reactions
the Twin Lakes Four Wheelers have to overcome first.
Inc., last Tuesday night and a Some tips to be considered
delightful drive was enjoyed for those of you who are
by the group. Several drag fourwheelers. You've got a
races were conducted in the great machine. Learn its
middle of a snow covered capabilities and then stay
eighty acre field and you somewhere well inside of
would be amazed atiust how them. Sae, it's possible to
quick these machines can -bomb out down on the highway
storm into motion even in at fifty miles per hour with
eight inches of snow. Some of little problems but keep in
the county roads were ex- mind you may not be the only
plored, mainly those of the one out there. And you cannot
north and south direction stop much sooner than a
where the drifts were the most common automobile.Nou can
pronounced and the deepest. slide around too, especially in
than once. It's- almost in-
credible to watch one of these
big bruisers bulldoze its way
through the white stuff which
flies up in huge clouds almost





Colt Smith & Wesson
We'll Trade For Any Gun
ilrlt•rlr4r41—STrY•1•Ti•VST. 
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting 8 Fishing licenses
11 Ime he. lie
Tennis Department
••••
law. Twenty per cent have
admitted being previously
arrested for an indictable
criminal offense. These
figures could be validated by
examining previous records of
men apprehended by Con-
servation Officers for deer
jacking.
Why do they do it? The
immediate answer by most
was that they kill deer for the
meat." When questioned to
clarify their answer, few of
the men were able to do so.
However, an inexpensive
supply of meat and the love for
the taste of venison were the
predominant justifications.
Perhaps the most alarming
reason given for jacking deer
was for "the hell of it." Eight
per cent admitted shooting
deer just to see if they could
hit it and have no interest in
picking up the animal for any
purpose.
The differences in the
reasoning for their killing the
animal appeared to group the
men into a form of  social
classes. There appeared to be
a close relationship among
deer jackers using similar_
methodo4gies and reasoning
and an antagonism for those
who did not. This antagonism
could potentially be exploited
to obtain additional in-
formation which could be
applicable or lead to ap-
prehensions.
The deer violation is a
prOblem in every area where
the short wheelbase rigs
which exbit
."'"tendency at times to bolt
securely along, and suddenly
swap ends in rapid order. Use
some safe and sane judgment
on the roads. If you want to
play, get off somewhere by
yourself and ask permission
first.
Be courteous. Leave the
other guy the best part of the
road. Make that big brutal
beast you control climb over
onto the side in the rough.-It-
can do it without any-reel-
problems for yourself.
ltemeinivhen you park It
min and deer exist together.
By providing a better un-
derstanding Of the violator, a
more systematic approach
can be developed for the
apprehension, and perhaps
even more important, for the
prevention. Preventing the
potential violation may prove
to be the most successful tool
of minimizing the illegal
killing of deer. Investigations
should be initiated to develop
a program as part of the
hunter safety course
illustrating the effects of
illegal deer hunting on the
deer population and the
potential penalties for the
violation of the "deer laws."
Experiments should be
conducted to evaluate the
effect of specially trained
conservation officers and
undercover agents on deer
jacking activity. Additional
research is also needed to




publicity once a violator is
convicted.
At present, the deer
violator shows a general lack
--ot- perception of being ap-
ehended. Only through a
general awareness of efficient
law enforcement efforts can
we hope to develop a
"respect" for the laws thus
minimizing illegal activity."
at night that the snow has a
way of working its way into-
the brakes. Don't just drive up
to the house and mash on the
brakes and kill the motor. You
might just find the brakes
frozen solid the next morning
and locked down tight. Better
yet. Drive up and release the
brakes. Using only the
transmission and not the
brakes, back up a few feet and
pull up a few feet. Then kill the
engine.
It might pay to inspect the
area around the door before
you slam it for the night. If you
have been doing much driving
in snow, some will have
worked in around it. Brush it
off along with any melted
water formed by the heater.
Its possible to run out in the
morning to get in and be
confronted with a door that
has frozen shut. Not the beet
way to start your day off. The
bigger tires can stand to run
less air pressure in the snow.
Ten to eighteen pounds is
enough on most rigs.
Don't worry too much about
the salt underneath yet. But if
Next week we will offer a
summary and conclusion on
the subject of deer poaching
and when this white stuff ever
does leave us, it will be time
for a genuine first class bath
and inspection of the whole
underneath along with a fresh
grease job regardless of the
miles since the last one.
It will not hurt to leave your
four wheel drive engaged all
the time even on roads that
are partially clear. Just
remember to get off on son2t__
ick stuff every now and then
to let the gear train unwind, ,
particularly if you ge--
running up in the forty mile an
hour range on roads almost
clear.
Watch your gasoline in this
kind of weather. Good
gasoline, mixed and blended
for weather, doesn't freeze up.
Fifty cents saved somewhere
_may not equal the in-
convenience of missing a
.day's work or play. _
„Finally, keep a chain or tovi
strap handy. Mainly, because
you have an unlimited op-
portunity to play the part of
the good guy to those less
fortunate than you in this
weather. From reports we are
hearing, we feel you are doing
this time and again and it
makes us proud of f our-
wheelers.
- If it gets worse? Reminds
me of the story of a four wheel
drive that made its way
through some drifts over eight
feet deep with chains on ALL
FOUR Wheels.
HAPPY FOUR
WHEELING. Enjoy it while it
lasts.
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bowhunter strained his eyes to
see first light. He had come
into the woods before dawn,
and found the ground blind
that he had prepared the af-
ternoon before. This was the
opening day of the spring
• gobbler season in L B. L In
• - the -nett /Re letifs he would
know . what the word
  "patience" means; he would
reach heights. of peiiternent
that few people experience in
a lifetime. If he had learned to begin with. Some areas,
-- his lessons well, he might take---that--never -hat imireys in
' one of the most difficult game numbers great enough to
• animals known to modern
bowhunteraI
The'eastem-ad turkey is
more than an ernormous bird.
He holds a position of high
regard in our history. The
Pilgrims are said to have
feasted on him at the first
Thanksgiving. Once, he was
almost named the national
bird in a move backed by
Benjamin Franklin. There Ls
even a brand of whiskey
named after him.
The wild turkey is gifted
with extraordinary sight, and
hearing that is second to none.
Frightened, he can run like a
thoroughbred racehorse, or
fly like a quail! Why, the only
thing he doesn't have is a red
"S" on his chest!
Once, the wild turkey was
almost extinct, but modern
game management .has
brought him back in numbers
greater than ever before.
Stocking_ programs have
placed turkeys in places
where there were no turkeys
justify hunting, now have open
seasons for the great birds. He
is back, and it looks like he
is here to stay!
There are six surviving
subspecies of wild turkeys:
the Mexican, Rio Grande,
Merriam's, Goulds Florida,
and the Eastern.
It is interesting to note that
in 1945 the wild turkey reached
its lowest copulation in
Kentucky.
The only survivors were in
droves located in the Ken-
tucky Woodlands National
Wildlife Refuge which is now
LB. L
We modern hunters of
western Kentucky are
privileged to hunt an animal
that has existed in this area
since the Upper Pliocene
geological period, 11 million
years ago! _
Hunting the wild turkey,
with bow and arrioW, is
hunting the wild turkey. Few
turkey hunters are successful
every year.
There is simply more
knowledge required of the
turkey hunter than the
average sportsman is willing
to learn. For those who are
willing to pay the price, there
is no finer hunting experience
available in the United States.
The spring gobbler season is
New AFTMA Center Will Feature
Open Door Policy On Public Education
(CHICAGO) — With ground
...breaking forthe4nternatienal
AFTMA Center scheduled for
March 1, 1977, officials of the
American Fishing Tackle
Manufacturers Association
are looking forward to this
expanded opportunity to invite
the American public to go
fishing.
As the construction target
date loomed at year's end,
AFTMA ,Executive Vice
President Thomas R. Schedler
summarliet_41aha for ex-
panded consumer and product
education- with a blanket in-
vitation: "Next Fall we intend
to throw open our doors and to
Invite the public to come in
and find out for themselves
,what it's like to go fishing."
Located lust minutes away
from Chicago's O'Hare Air-
port, AFTMA's new action
center will be surrounded by a
network of highways
providing easy access for both
current and potential anglers
who wish to learn more about
America's Number One sport.
Thousands of visitors who
take advantage of Schedler's
open invitation will enter a
modern "woods and waters"
complex adjacent to a pic-
turesque one acre pond which
will be used to develop
programs in fishing in-
struction.
In addition to an in-




industry seminars and an
extensive library and




is currently visualized as a
"one stop" information center get the help they need,.
speeiaitzing poblic --ScherlISr added. He algtriialtr
education and industry know-
how. According to Schedler,
the new facility, will be flexible







fishing as the nation's leading
sport.
Not content With the.
prospect of promoting sport
fishing on a face to face  
AFTMA also intends to use the
new complex to develop
complete informational
packages which can be sent
out to special audience groups
all over the world.
Speaking about on-the-spot
attractions, Schedler stressed
the important role the AFTMA
instructional pond would play
for urban residents who want
to escape from the pressures
of city living. We fully expect
that the formats and
techniques we develop in the
Arlington Heights location will
enable others across the
country to introduce similar
instructional progeruns," he
stated.
In discussing the new AFT-
MA library, Schedler em-
phasized services for the
general public. "Although our
new library will be organized
to facilitate the most ed Meordins to. _.4chedler -
scientific inquiries:ft- will AFTMA's membership ap-
be equipped to offer special proved construction of the
assistance to the youth of International AFTMA Center
America," he said. so they could introduce
"Whether, they need in- thousands of Americans ts the
formation to complete a total experience that fishing
school project or just want to and its related activities
satisfy youthful curiousity, the uniquely provide.
youngsters who contact us will
imMlit•044.41••••••••••••••1•11•Nralm..1•1••
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AFTMA wanted the new
library to become "an ac-
cessible encyclopedia for
anyone who wants to know
more about fishing."
For those who think of
museums as dusty, lifeless
enclaves, the new AFTMA
Center promises to be a lively
and pleasant surprise. "Our
museum,":-Schedler points
onk 'is tlegigned to create
licitement and a relaxed
outdooni feeling that will
make people want to g
fishing."
Visitors who drop in to test
Schecller's claims next Fall
should find something of in-
terest for all age groups.
Equipment lineups tracing the
evolution of fishing gear will
share the spotlight with
displays of today's lighter
than air tackle and a host of
rested accessories; moves
and slide presentations that
take the viewer on memorable
fishing trips; and
photographic blowups of the
wonderful outdoor world will
vie with classic trophies
mounted to identify every
popular species of game fish.
The purely sporting aspects
of fishing also will be on
parade in the shape of
championship record listings
and displays of the tackle used
to make outdoor history.
the time to hunt the wild
turkey in the time honored
manner of calling the gobbler
into shooting range by
imitating the calls of the hen.
- Turkey hunters must first
locate the torn (or gobbler).
Scouting for turkey "signs"
involves many hours of
prowling the 'Woods and fields
'looking for tracks, lost
feathers, dust baths, and
droppings. When an area has
been located that has suf-
ficient "sign" the hunter
then visits the area before
sunrise to listen for the gob-
bler to sound off: Usually he
will gobble from thirty
minutes before sunrise and
continue for up to two hours
after sunrise. The gobbler
may also gobble before and
after taking to the roost in the
evening. - •
=Whom sight_ that enables
him to pick out human forms
without a second glance. For
this reason anfthing less than
mtal concealment limits the
hunter's chances of getting in
close enough for a shot!
Bowhunting for lhe .10d
tuekey has to rank near the WP




hunting eying with the
knowledge that few
bowhunters are successful
when the wild turkey is the
game that they are hunting.
Do you think you would like,
to hunt the wild turkey -11.r.
Bowhunter? If your answer is
then • you better get
started gathering the in-
formation that you need.
There are several books on
Courses Of Interest Offered
For Ottidoormen
The Spring 1977 Life &
Learning. Program for con-
tinuing adult education at
Murray State University is
offering two courses which
Will • interest some out-
doormen. Both' classes have
excellent instructors and have
been well recefi,ed in past
sessions.
The firsercourse offered,
"B,asic Crappie Fishing," is
taught by a master crappie
fisherman, Ken Dean. The
sessions will be from Mar. 30
to Apr. 6 on Wednesdays from
6:00 - 10:00 p. m. On April 9
Ken will guide the class on a
Once he has located a the subject of turkey habits day fishing trip at Barkley
gobbler, the hunter can return and the methods used in Lake. The course fee is a low
to the same area before hunting them. Turkey calls $15. You can learn a lot from_t_
daylight -ahd--144-P4- have a- ale with in ueet-rsperting---this eraPPie ehalw-1..4- - --- - •1 — -chanse of calling the old fellow The other course is entitled ;goods stores, and demon-
IV. ' stration records of turkey "How To Build A Kentucky °
probably the most dornontli ., : :„., This is_ an r, .-adissreavailstdrthrough-ttte—Long Rifle," --For- .
have wanted to try it, now is .11 Namehunting that- the bowh , . - simplification of the huifter's same outlets.
will ever undertake. A hunt ei \. problems when he is hunting Hunting the wild turkey, the time. The course is taught ! Addresswho thinks of success in terms - the wild turkey. Not only most with bow and arrow,will test by a fellow known for his 5
1 of the amount of game in his he -locate tarkey -con- you beyond your wildest ew. talent in this field, Joe Mille Pliari_e____
your reservation in the Ministration Building).
course). It is suggested .that For additional information,
you use the below form for write or call the Murray State
making your advance University Center for Con-
registration. tinuing Education, telephone
If you prefer to register in numbers 782-4159 or 762-2086.
person, you may register any You will be responsible for
time between 8 a. m. and 4:30 purchasing any supplies,
p. rn. Mondays through equipment or other items
Fridays through the first class needed for these courses.
session, at the MSU Con-
tinuing Education Center, Mail registration form and
third floor of Harry M. Sparks check, made payable to
Hall (formerly.- the Ad- Murray State University.
If6ISTRABON 10*11
I To:
bag will do we to avoid centratiOnI, Mast resit pectationi, incr. provide Keeslar. Artatarof 10 sessions .
Social Security Numberwill be held at Murray Highhow to hunt the turkey once he
has found him. This involves
learning the habits of the
animal. The hunter must also
learn to imitate the proper
calls on one of the-"calls" that
are used for this purpose.
The turkey hunter must be a
master of camouflage. The
wild turkey 'is gifted with
bowhunting excitement that
YOU have never experienced
before! The opportunity is
there Mr. Bowhunter, all you
have to do is decide that you
are up to the challenge, and
get into it!
Good luck and good
bowhunting!
Murray State University
Center for Continuing Education
Harry M. Sparks Hag
MurrefState Uñi It -
Murray, Kentucky 42071
 Office Phone 
School_ on Mondays from 6 : 30 Name of Course Desired - 
to 9:0)p. m. Classes will begin
February 14 and the fee for the
course is $35.
Advance registration by
mail for Murray State's Life
and Learning courses is
recommended and strongly
encouraged (it will insure
•t. •0. ot, OA! 4! O. tt• 0! st t! t! e ! •! # 0! iS9i ! 04. 45!
?gt• 626262t52
Mr. •
A son of the frontier, he was openhearted, a gentleman and gerserous to
a fault. Yet a slight temper —and a Constant quest for "adveisture-Canted-him
to be likened to the fine edge of a knife.
Born April 10, 1796 in Kentucky, Jim Bowie, only 18 years later had gained
a lock( reputation for riding alligators, hunting bears -and wild cattle, and
tracking down, taming and riding wikthorses. Later on in life he searched in
vain for a fabled Spanish nsine on a western river, speculated fair and wide
In Texas lands, and finally, in 1876, he came into-joint command of the
Alamo along with illiam Travis where Bowie died that„year,_two day! be-
-fore his 40th birthday. •
dside from lending, his name to the sesia of the a county and city
In )'exas, he also brought into aide recognition the Bowie knife.
The original Bowie knife was designed by Resin P. Bowie, iim's brother,
who wanted a knife suitable for both self-de ferue and general utility in the
woods. The knife he developed was. single-edged with a false blade on the
hack of the paint permitting a backstroke in fighting. It had -more curve on
the blade new- the point, a strohg guard on the hariate and was finely
balanced for throwing.
In 1827, Resin gave this knife to his brother who quickly mingled it with
his adventures and brought it Amt. Soon the -mere mention of a Bowie
knife conjured up a picture of wild and rough cou2tzy characterised by
violence and sudden death. No man, whether huhter,fambler, tradesman or
political leader felt himself fully clothed without a Bowie knife. European
cutlery manufacturers sold the-new style knife to our pioneers.
In the latter half of the 19th eCntury the knife lay dormant. Then World
War It and its jungle" campaigns brought the- Roust-back to the_tarefronl.
Servicemen of all branches bought and made knives for 'their personal use.
At one point, the Marine Corps madi -it a regular issue weapon. _
Today the knives areas popular as ever. Hunters, trappers, prospectors and
. „sgodgmenjtarka_ggicieientia Jheir_istedtcrsi ors did_a_Urtfury tgo Throurh
them the great tradition of James Bowie and his knife will use on into the
next century.—Laurent E. Beaueage, Lewiston, Maine.
Q62626262626262r1,=6262626952626262626262626262622526262W-
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.




We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
'Seiko watches
114 S. Siti Wormy, ky 753-1640




Where "Service Is Our Business
illINCrIWTV,Z4111=,
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
. 41_ 1_4
appy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON SWIM GRAYSON MeCLURE .
rake 91 East etut 01 Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 200
tollo;• 180 for 7 tmtes post Bonner s Grocery Yoko
blacktop into Ponorornosand follow blork,op to your right
Telephone 5024364483
My check for $ is enclosed.
Other courses I would like to see offered





State zones in the
Mississippi and Atlantic
Flyways for which steel shot
would be required for
waterfowl hunting in 1977-78




31, 1977 to comment on the
proposals. Written comments
may be sent to the Director
(FWS-MGM), U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, U. S.
Department of - Interior ,
Washington, D. C. 20140. The
,Service will reach a final
decision in February.-
This will be the first year
that steel shot will be required
in the Mississippi Flyway. It
will be the second year for the
Atlantic Flyway, where last
year's steel shot zoning has
been greatly broadened.
In March, 1976, Secretary of
Interior Thomas S. Kleppe
stated that "primary attention
will be focused on known
problem areas- in deter-
mining steel shot zones. "The
purpose of the steel shot
requirement is to stop the
accumulation of spent lead
pellets in areas where they
cause - lead poisoning
problems," Secretary Kleppe
added. In-Spite—a Vas
policy, however, the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service is zoning
states for steel shot primarily
on the basis nt.- karma
waterfowl harvest, rather
than known problem areas of
lead poisoning
In some states as in Illinois,
state conservation authorities
recommended steel shot
requirements that are in
excess of those proposed by
federal officials. In other
states, no proposals for the use
of steel shot have been made.
Kentucky, Mississippi and •
Alabama are not included in
the states for which steel shot
zoning is planned for 1977A.,.
--Proposed steel shot areas
for the Mississippi Flyway 











All waters of Benton County
and within a 150-yard zone of
land adjacent to the margins
of these waters. This includes
lakes, ponds,- marshes,
swamps, rivers, streams, and
seasonally flooded areas of all
types. Drainage ditches .and
temporary sheet water more
than 150 yards from the water
areas described above are
exCluded,from the steel -shot
requirement.
WISCONSIN
Steel shot zoning will be
_extended.. to thi' Cnt ral..and
Pacific Flyways beginning in
the 1978-79 waterfowl-hunting
season.
2 Mtin Ent MI 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of -the lortggtig dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality IL Quantity Guaranteed
.1
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FOR MONDAY, JANUARY 17, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Take constructive action tin a
project which you may have
had in mind for some time. With -
good preparation, you should be
able to put it over now.
TAURUS
(Apr.. 21 to May 21)
Good Venus influences
stimulate your inspiration,
ideas for a new strategy
through which to attain ob-
jectives.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Aspiritecl day, even taxing at
moments. But then, Geminians
knew hew .-4. benefit- - by
challenges and hurdle the ob-





(June 22 tq July 23) (0(2)
You don't need to look •afar for
best returns. They will come
from within your immediate
surroundings and, perhaps,
through some "unlikely"
persons. A good day!
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .1244-b:i
Orient yourself to beneficial
changing conditions. Take a
long, hard, objective laik in
order to reach accurate ap-
praisals.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%
Important now: common
sense, logical analysis, ease of
action. Domestic and social.
interests highly favored.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23
Quite unexepctedly, you may
be afforded the chance to do
something "different," attain a
surer foothold on the ladder to
success. Keep alert and ready
to act.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) r1 /44C'
Do not let..2roblems or
chTcusifirti- grew out of
proportion. Hold yourself in
check, especially if dealing with
superiors, business associates.
SAGITI'ARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 31.tf4ri#
Stellar influences on the mild
side. You are just abouton your
own to decide, act, work out new
tactics, but don't wastetime on
nonessentials.
CAPRICORN , •
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id
Saturn influences fine! Now's
the time to launch new ven-
tures, !et forth your ingenious
ideas and make decisions in-
volving future activities.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ---
A different approach rather
Youngster
Swallows Watch
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —
Chris Cleveland's father •
thought the youngster was
joking whene insisted he had
swallowed a watch. But his
father became a believer a
day later when aoctors
removed the timepiece from
the youth's stomach.
"That boy is yist like lam,"
said John Cleveland. "He's an
inveterate joker."
Chris told his parents that
he had been tossing the watch,
sans band, into the air and
catching it with his mouth. It
slid down his throat after one
The Clevelands became
believers when Chris lat)er
developed a fever, so Ris
mother called for medical
ilp
' Artificial recovery methods
failed to dislodge the
timepiece, so surgery was
perforined.
By the way, the watch had
stopped runnllig when the




LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
The 51st annuarmeeting of the
Kentucky Petroleum
Marketers Association will be
held here Jan. 18-20.
The convention program
includes presentation of the





espy .4Th. Memel Ledger &
Thies by 5:30 p. um. Moitioy.
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imerootee delivery. ,
than a complete change ot
objective may be the keynote to
day's success. .Take time to
think things out, to, absorb
details.
PISCES
• (Feb. 20 to Mar. 201. X
A little more restraint may be
needed to improve your chances
for gain now. Don't force issues
and DO prepare well. Romance
and travel favored.
YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with a fine in-
, tellect and are willing to put
your mental abilities to big
tests. Because you recognize
advantages and some "way
out" suggestions as sound
methods for future use, you can
leap ahead in surprising ways
and areas. You rarely waste
,---4inie-er medal( it ennal.fer.
you to haWieveral irons in the
fire at a timkeJust don't overtax
yourself or think you can go on
forever without rest. A pastime
which stimulates the mind and
spirit Is healthy for you even
though your repdarlifork days
are stimulating. You are
logical,-prectical, artistic; can
cut red tape smartly. Birthdate
of: Benjamin Franklin, early
Amer. statesman, diplomat,
scientist, writer; Pope Pius V;
David Lloyd George, Brit.
statesman; Joe Frazier, Amer.
Pugilist
Attorney Unwilling To Label
Will Of Howard Hughes Phony Your Individual HoroscopeFrances Drake
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
Howard Hughes attorney says
he's unwilling to label as
phony a Hughes will that
would niake a multi-
millidnaire of former gas
station manager Melvin
Dturunar, even though he says
Dummar admitted being the
mystery man who delivered it.
Harold Rhdded, attorney for
the will's executor, former
Hughes Side Noah Dietrich,
said Dtukmar still hasn't told
how he obtained the will, but
has agreed to testify in a Las
Vegas. Nev., court, where it
was filed for paabate.
want to bring him to the
WIllresxstandosheretelmows
that if he lies it will mean time
in prison," Rhoden said
Thursday. "It's to- Ile tolie
to the press or to. your
lawyers."
Rhoden told reporters that
at a lengthy "grilling session"
in Ogden, Utah, on Wed-
nesday, Dummar admitted
bringing the will to the Salt
Lake City headquarters of the
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints (Mormon.)
Claims for the document's
authenticity had been
generally discounted after
reports that the FBI found
Dununar's fingerprint on it.
Dummar, at that time,
denied the report and
suggested the print was
planted. But Rhoden said
Dummar admitted to him tluat
his fingercrints would
probably be all over the will
because he had steamed open
he envelope.to look
Dummar, however, denied
writing the will or knowing
who did, Rhoden said.
The former service station
operator was unavailable for
corarnent, but his attorney,
ffedrga Handy, - •
"Mr. Dummar, out of all the
grilling we put him through,
-and—it- was -very -harsh 
unkind, denies that he wrote
the will, had anything to do
with the writing of the will and
_does not know who wrote the
will."
Rhoden said Dummar gave
him several conflicting stories
sato how he got the will, and
he added: "I didn't believe
him and told him so. He's not
ready to tell the truth about
how he got it."
Rhoden said that before
deciding whether he thinks the
will is fraudulent or not, he
wants to see the final FBI
report on it.
"What lc, they find
fingerprints of Howard
Hughes on the will?" he
asked, adding that the same
four handwriting experts who
Old him Dummar wrote on
the envelope also said Hughes
wrote the will.
Dummar ran a service
station when themill turned up
giving him one-sixteenth of
the billionaire's estate. He
said he had once given Hughes
a ride - when- he found him
wandering along a Nevada
Jesert road at night.
New Program
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Wesleyan College
will offer a program on
criminal justice next fall.
The course is designed for
persons interested in working
for federal, state and local law
enforcement agencies.
ikkl7Peg
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARUM
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 174
In dealings with others, don't
resort to brevity or abruptness
of speech when full ex-
planations are truly needed. Do
your best to really "com-
municate."
'TAURUS




and cultural interests. A good
day!
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Once you know your ideas
have good --potentialities for
success, lose no thne in trying to
bring them to realization. Good
Mercury influences should help
you.
CANCEIt • - - dbet
(June 22 to July 73) mu,
If plans prove unfitting, not
quite feasible, change them —
with regrets. But do not
make drastic changes without
MUSE.
LEO atiCt(July 24 to Aug. 23)
,siamolosier
FOR SUNDAY. JANUARY 15. 1977
Most endeavors should
=er, but think before youor act. Above all, avoid
tendinciea toward the unor-
thodoe; to extremes in general.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IP%
Personal matters may need
revising. Look for better an-
swers. A state of readiness
needed to cope, with the tines-
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
A day which should lift your
spirits considerably. Personal
relationships should be ‘highly
congenial, with romance ac-
cented during the p.m. hours.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to NoV.,
A good day for planning next
week's progress. Be especially
astute in mapping out budget
requirements. You may be
faced with some unforeseen
expenses.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec_21)
Seneficient stellar influences
now encourage all your en-
deavors — especially those








possible in unexpected areas.
Counteract with poise, tact and
a sincere desire to clear the air
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Suggestions from friends or
business associates could prove
-valuable now. In leisure time,
shun social event' which etiuld
impose too much of a strain.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Be careful in whom you
confide and respect confidences
given you. Some tendencies
toward mischief-making
prevalent.
YOU BORN *BO , TODAY are
among the world's most unusal
achievers. You have a keen and
perceptive mind: are versatile
and sensitive; also restless and
changeable at times. You have
unique ideas which you carry
out successfully — IF you do not
lose interest:or sink into on of
your moods of despondency,
certain that "nothing matters."
Try to curb your tendencies
toward introspectiveness 'and.
feelings of unworthiness. Try to
realize that when the
Capricornian is at his best no
one can surpass him.
Take the Family and Go Saving a
Central Shopping Center






Convenient sturdy plastics. Choose bowl
brush with holder, 1 5-quart dish pan, 3-piece
bowl set, spout pail, 1 2'/2-quart wastebasket







Take the Family and Go Saving a Take the Family and Go Saving a
If you're shopping
for savings . . .







Your choice of two everyday help-
ers - corn broom or cotton mop.
Each with sturdy wooden handles at











soil and stain remover
for washable fabrics
22-$1. 6z in a ,hancly
spray bottle.




and 15% cotton . . .
ComfortablE- knits of 85%
polyester and 15% cotton. Solids
and stripes are color-coordinated
so you can create your own spor-
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crushed duck ROSES 77
feathers of polyester SPECIAL
fibers Both with PRICE
decorative covers EA.
20 a 26"
A servant every family
can enjoy and afford . . .
a-BED TRAYS
Folding TV lap and
bed tray measuring
I x 7. Parted









with an o toe Available in
bright colors for as your













Grover Woolard Sizes Up The Racers
In Friday's edition, we d a feature story on Murray
State team captain Grover Woolard.
Woolard, in his fourth seasorra.s a Racer starter, knows
his basketball. And since he is the team captain, we felt it
might be a good idea to let Grover give his opinions of his
teammates.
"I don't think the guys on this club really know how good
they are," Woolard said. - •
How good are they?
"I'll tell you right now, if Skeeter Wilson gets it in his
head that he's pne of the top jumpers in the nation, he can
be another PaR)319.TOAQII.-ltiiirtenliskiis-just.unlituited.
We've never had a 6-4 guy in our conference who can jump
the way he does," Woolard said.
On.,Mike Mufff, the Racers' leading scorer: "Muff is a
Urrlfic shooter. If he combines that aFong with his other
natural abilities, he can be one of the best all-around
players Murray State has ever had."
On John Randall "John has as much leaping ability as
anyone 'in the nation. Like Skeeter, there's no limitas to
what he can do either." . „,z •
On Jimmy Warren: "Jimmy is a1iarp shooter. Really,
he's not shooting the hall enough and Coach Overton has
told him that. A lot of times, people don't hit him when he's
open. But at Eastern Monday when he got 19 points, we
were able to get the ball to him off the break. He has very
deceiving speed."
On Lenny Barber: "I feel Lenny has more talent than any
freshman in our conference. He'll go up against a 6-11 guy
and not thing nothing qf it and of course, Lenny is only about
5-11. He's really made a big contribution for us already this
year. His free throws against Bradley and Eastern helped
pull us through."
On Duncan Hill: "If this _guy getsmore playing rinie, he
could be one of the best guards in the league. He also has
unlimited potential. And for a 6-2 guard, he can really jump
too. He can jam it pretty easily."
On Zach Blisingame: "Zach is one of the best 6-4 inside
players we've ever had. If he is ablelo get the ball inside
more, it can help us. Zach has the ability to go upend hang
in the air for what seems like two or three secpnds. And you
Can always count on Zach in the crucial situations, llite his
- foiittreeIhri-w—s iniVriniihn in ENV; Monday? 
Edwin Mcries was spectacular • -
in another sense while making
his debut on an indoor banked
Moses appeared to bear out
on the first turn of the.500-yard
race, and he went sprawling to
the floor of the University of
Maryland's Cole Field House
after colliding, with Stan
Vinson. After finishing first,
Vinsun—was disqualified- a
move which upset Fred
Rozelle, the National Football . monopoly headed by a. corn- Soi,Verby, his coach with the
League commissioner, says missioner selected by the good.
players who say ho hum about owners." Of course not all the teams are that good. Russia beat us by 
— "Wises was not used this
the Pro Bowl are doing a Results of the meeting about 20 points. I had about 25 points and got a silver siaoorv 
1-A5e of track and he drifted."
disservice to themselves and betweeti the two men were not for being one of the best players in the game. They always 
said Sowerby, who settled
the NFL. disclosed, award something to the best two players from each team. 
down to win the 606 in 1\10.4.
We talked, said Rozelle.Rozelle concedes the dll-star • We get to Russia to play next month; that should be funny.He explained- the pension fundgame to be played in Seattle's But they have a very good and very rough team.,T'hey playangleKingdoine -Monday night
admitting *the NFL Lhas-not
like a machine nothing exciting.
I have played Very well for our team, most of. the time. I 
Earlier, in the 880. Olyro-. seems ,anticlimactic on the been-putting anything into the playas a guard because our guards are not at all that 
 
great.
Thai Byron Dyce-of Jainalcaheels of the Sur Bowl, then fund since 1974, when the  gWe have a good center and forward who;played college 
stumbled off the track when
uper
adds: "But we couldn't do -COntract on working con- at Brigham Young in Utah. The center was All-Conference so 
his high back-kick Caught'without it." ditions with the NFL Players he can lay 
Mark Belger's hand as theygenerates•
Association ran out.
But he said money left over
from division championship
an o Bowlgamestill 
.
being 'set aside and ear-
marked for the pension pool
when an agreement withe
players is obtained.
With -AFC and NF E division
titles having been played this
year in small 50,000-seat
stadiums in. 'tMinnesota and
Oakland, Kolelle said- the
impending -Pro Bowl has
added significance. It is a
65,000-seat sellout that will
Racers To Host Tech,
Bucs In Weekend Play
Murray State's Racers, 1-1 in the Ohio ValleyConference-and 9-4 overall, will play Tennessee Tech and East Tennesseeat Murray over the weekend. The Racers will also play co-.OVC leader Middle Tennessee at Murray Jan. 22 beforetaking to the road again.
Tech and East Tennessee are each 1-1 in the league. MiddleTennessee is 2-0. Tech beat Western Kentucky 88-81 and lostto Middle 73-68 last weekend. East Tennessee beat Western67-61 and lost to Middle 52-51. "
Mw-ray beat Eastern Kentucky 71-70 and lost to Morehead
79-71. Both games were on the road.
Tech, a young buthig team is 6-6 overall. Starters for the
Golden Eagles are 6-8 John Adams and 6-6 John Tatum atlor-
ward; 6-8 Bobby Porter at center, and 6-1 Butch Blainck and-6-2 Jimmy Howell at guard. Adams has averaged 12.6 pointsa game, Tatum 12.2, Porter15.7, Blalock 11.4;:and Howell 8.3.- The Eagles have averaged 78.5 pointsend 46.7 rebounds to
their opponents' 84.6 points and 47.8 rebounds.
. East Tennessee is led by Charlie Stuart with 15.2 points a
game. Bob ,.13trown. has averaged 14.0, Scott Place 8.6, Ron
Richardson 8.0, and Johnson 6.9. The Buccaneers have
averag,ed.67.8poin4to opponents'-67.4 „..
• Murray's leading-scorer is 6-5 Mike Muff with 18.1 points a
game. Grover-Woofard has averaged 15.2, John Randall 10.2,
Zach Blasingarne 10.1, Jimmy Warren 9.6 and Donell Wilson  •8.Cr. •
• The Racers have averaged 80.9 points and 43.5 rebounds to
, 'Opponents' 76.5 points and 37.9 rebounds.
Coach Fred Overton says the Rams thdn't play par-- -Ocularly well on their first OVC road trip but that there Was
improvement from Morehead to Eastern.
"We just couldn't hit at Morehead," Overton said. "I thinkmost of it was because of the holiday lay-off but vt-e, had a
couple players with the flu, and, of course, those were two
good teams we played."
Women Stear Spotlight




I AP) — While a couple of male
Olyrapians stumbled and
tumbled, women competitors
stole the spotlight at the 10th
.National Invitational Ihdoor
Traëk M.1t4;066_44....41,_wered
indoor record of 53.8 %Bonds' in the 440-yard riiWhigh
White Flag Shows In West Coast missed bettering her own
world Standard, and Francie
Jumper Joni Huntley just
Larrieu Lutz lowered her own
As San Francisco Shows Strength
r By ERIC PREWITT'
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
The University of San
Francisco's_ lastest show of
basketball strength brought
out a white flag in the,West
Coast Athletic Conference..
"They'll go undefeated in
the league," prerlicted Pep-
perdine Coach Gary Colson
after his Waves, defending
WCAC champions, lost 107-72
Friday night to the unbeaten
and nationally • top-ranked
Dons.
"They were good last year,
but when they've all improved
that much—wow!" added
Colson. "I could say we just
had a bad game, but anybody
who watched it wouldn't
believe me." „.
Bill Cartwright, the Dons' 6-
foot-11 sophomore center, is
no doubt the most improved
player on the still-young USF
team and he came uo with a
career-high 18 rebounds to go
with 24 points FridaKnight.
Cartwright made 11 of 17
shots from the field, Marlon
Itecrrrion &hit orY113- WIT shots
in a 20-point performance and
James Hardy was 7-for-10 on
his 16-Point night.
The Dons,. 18.0, shot 69 per
cent as a team and same moves he makes now
outrebounded the Waves 63-39 and get knocked down. It
and took sole possecsion of wasn't that he- needed to be.
first place in the WCAC at 3-0 more aggressive," Gaillard
as Santa -with-Londale - -
Theus scoring 25 points,_ He added that he considered
handed Loyola its first foss, 79- Cartwright's 18 rebounds
72, in another WCAC game. quite an achievement,
San Jose State got 26 points "because it's tough getting
from Ken Mickey and posted a any with Hardy and Redmond
6740 road victory overParific under/here:too."
in a Pacific Coast Athletic In other college basketball
Association opener, the only games Friday night, Jim
other major college game on Wood and Billy Smith corn-
the West Coast. bined for 29 keints to lead
After six minutes, the Dons Geoigia Tech to a 71-59 victory
held only a 11-10 lead. over St. Louis; - Allen Cun-
Cartwright dominated the ninghani's 21 points and seven
next four minutes, scoring six
points andrgrabbing several
rebounds, and suddenly it was
25-13.
"These guys are proud of
the fact they're No. 1," said
Coach Bob Gaillard 'of his
players. "I think we're
(EDITOR'S NOTE — Jesse Williams, one of the finest playersplaying up to our potential
ever at Murray State, is now playing professional basketball inright now." 
Finland. Friday, we received the following letter from Jesse. HeAs for Cartwright, the coach
also sent along a clipping, which was in Finnish but we were ablesaid that a big reason the 6-11
to figure out that he scored 53 points in the game, which hiscenter a
team won 116-83. The-story mentioned his name over a dozendisappointing season as 
. a, • -and his name atso appearetriir hiW theres an was P headline. Here is the letter in its, entirety:gave away too much weight to
some opponents.
"He'd make some of the Mike:
_
Rozelle Says Pro Bowl
By DOUG STONE
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Pete
meet mark in the mile to
4:34.7.
For her wire-to-wire per-
formance Pridiy night, Miss
Forde became the firstrebounds powered Colorado
woman competitor in the 10-State over Brigham Young 49-
year history of the meet to be41-;• Steve - -Hayes scored 20 _
named the Most Outstandingpoints to lead Idaho State to a
athlete.73-60 decision over. 112
I didn't plan to go for theState; Bill Hessing hit five "
free throws in the final minute world record," said the 24-
to boost Idaho past Gonzaga yearold Long Island
68-65; a 42-point performance - University junior froni
by Jack Phelan led St. Francis 
Barbados, "but I wasn't
over Duquesne 89-85 in shocked at the tirne."
The 5-foot-2, 112-pounderovertime;  George Washington
had set the meet mark of 55.1defeated Penn State 91-88 in
overtime as John. Holloran lAgt year, even while coming
contributed 
26 points anti John from behind. This time, an ..
extremely fast start enabled-Mollohan's 21 points led West
her to' shatter the 54.2 worldVirginia Tech to a 69-48
record set by Charlotte Cooketriumph over West Liberty. way back in 1966.
Miss Forde was eliminated
in the 200-meter quarterfinals
in her second Olympic ap-
pearance last year, but she
said the disappointment lasted
only. for a day.
"I don't feel I have anything
to prove," she said. "People in.
my country and here know I'm
good, but I just couldn't show
the rest of the world that one
day."
By contrast, Olympic 400-. 
meter hurdles champion
1976, but he was satisfied in
view of the tare starthe got on
his training program at home
in preparation for- the
American tour.
Two other former meet
champions regained their
titles. Larry Shipp, a winner in
1973 and 1975, won the 60-yard
--humilee--ovee-wageieseawalmit
Davenport in' 7.1, and Steve
Riddick was timed in six
seconds flat while winning the
60-yard dash for the second
time in three years. ,
-
TOP SCORER — Junior forward Mike Muff of Fort Wayne,
Ind., is the leading Racer scorer this season. Muff is aver**,
18.1 points per game. Tonight, the Racers begin a crucial
--iat_49aansiNtiaPhseIssiirliener•__
Tech will be without the services of their leading scorer,. Alvin '
Adams who is out with on injury. On Monday, Murray State will
host a talented East Tennessee club "before closing the
homestand next Saturday against league-leading Middle Ten-
nessee. (pen Phone by Moe ',golden)
for you in Murray.
I am doing pretty well here in Finland. Our team is not
that bad, but not that good. We can play very well at times
and very bad at other times, _
Is Necessary To NFL If we play well the rest of the season, we will win ourdivision: We also play teams from other countries like
- Sweden Spain France Belgium and the best team in
money for the players' pen-
sion fund.
Rozelle made a visit Friday
to San Diego Stadium, where
the top players from the
' ATnesican and National
Conferences are practicing
prior to their departure today
for- Seattle aboard separate -
planes for each squad. •
Rozelle met-with Ed Gar;
vex, exetigye director' of the
_ players' union who watched
the practices during the week\
and made less than flattering'
remarks about NFL owners
and executives.
On Danny Jarrett: If he would realize how high he can
jump, he could be one of the leading rebounders in the
natio.. In the practice drills, he has his elbows way above
the rim.,He needs to have a couple of good games at home to
give him more confidence."
On Tom Leffler: "Tom is capable of coming off the bench
and helping us, like the time last year here when he scored
eight points in the game where we beat Eastern. 'Leff is a
physical player and he really wants to win. He'll do
whatever is needed when it is needed. He's one aftetre best
recruiters we've got down here. He gets along well with
every whocres into tovm."
On 'Darrell 'Arate" Willa: "Like Leffler, he's a very
physical'prayer.. The guy would give u his uniform to
another player in the game if he thought t would help us
'win. All Itencedsis little_vlay 'mg ti..'
On Mike Brown: "Mike proves something. For two years,
he's been around the team but never really on the team. He
was a starter in junior college and that proves he has some
Went. Re stuck-it out for-two-years here and never got ,a
chancel.° play. He played in some early season games then
when Wade quit, he got his chance to make the traveling
team. He's a good jumper too; he's only 6-1 and be can stuff
Seats Available,.
• The game tonight is a very, .very important one for the
Racers. Tech is a big ballclub and they are young. They
were blown out at Vandy but don't let that fool you.
They defeated Western Kentucky and lost in the final
minks to Middle Tennessee.
Murray has perhaps the best fans in the league. The fans
at Murray are sports fans and they know their basket hail.
They appreciate good play, not only from the Racers but
from other teams.
'When Murray plays well, the crowd responds with
deafening roars. Tonight, we hope there's a big crowd to
spark the kids. For all the people in the conhty and in
surrounding areas, less than half the students are" back on
campus so if you had not planned to attend the game
because you felt you couldn't find a place to park or a place
to sit, come on out to the game and watch. You might
- sarprzsettrwhaersusee.:-
Jesse Williams Playing
Pro Ball In Finland
At one point during the
week, Garvey described the
NFL as, "An unregulated
generate about $800,000 in
pension money.
Europe, Russia, who beats everyone by at least 20 points. .
Teams in Europe would be a good college team-in America.
The Madrid team from Spain beat the University of Ten- •
nessee a few weeks ago: so you know some of the tearnn,are , D.C. Striders..
That's about all the news about basketball.
I teach basketball A few times a week at the high schools as
do most of the Americans in Europe. I hear Murray has a
pretty goodleam this tine.
1 would have liked to have played on better teams there
than I did but that's life. I only saw one Murray score and
at was against 'Vegas and it wasn't good to read.
But it's visually fun here in Europe; like anywhere, it's
good when you win. So far, we have been winning.
I have been meaning to write to you becae you were very
good towards me during my career at Muàray and I will •
always consider you to be a good friend, libwou.eve.r need'
anything, don't wait, just ask.
Taketare, a friefid always, Jesse.
My address is a4 follows: J. Williams, Ftommakkokatu 130
B5, 90120 Oalu 12, Finland.
P.S. It's fonny getting paid to play bastetbaik
"Vinson is a seasoneckunner,
and he didn't drift like they
said."
battled for the lead at the start
of the gun lap.
"It was wierd," \said Belger,
the Villariova junibr who went:
on to win-in 1:49.4 Over Italy's
Carlo GriPpo. "It seemed like
the race was ever. I didn't
hear anymore breathing and
the crowd stopped yelling. I .,
finally looked around to see
what had happened." '
Ireland's'Eamenn Coghlan,
a former Villanova star, beat
former teammate Mike Kane
te successfully deferTdhiS mile
championship.
Coghlan's time of 4:02.8 was
well above a 3.59.7 he ran' in
...111••••••••
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After heating and cooling, hot water takes the next
.‘'biggest,bite of your electric about 25 percent.
-Along with fixing those leaky -faucets,- taking_ br4 s„
-showers,  and wasting full loads of clothes and_dishes, Ate -
suggest you wrap your electriOwater heater and your hot
water pipes with additionat insulation. You can use 1,1-.11
value batt-type insulation,"securing it with tape, or you can
buy an insulation package espeeially.for water heaters. De-
pending on where your water heater is located, this addi-
tional insulation could cut a dollar or two off your bill each
month. . . enough to pay for the insulation in afeyv months.
Make this big•bite- in your energy b.urtget smatter . .
conserve your hot water.
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No Big Thaws Expected For At Least 30 Days
By JAMES H. RUBIN
Associgted Press Writer
Thehatshest winter in years
" has most ofthe nation in its icy -
grip, forcing up the price of
-beating bitts. Outing down
factories Amid schools and
slowing.: navigation ow major
watercvay,s.
The frigid cold is even
driving up the cost of oysters.
And the National Weather
Service predicts no big -thaws
for at least 30 days.
Robert Dickson, ' deputy
chief of the weather service's
long-range prediction section,
said a drastic shift in normal
Lees  Stay Well-.
Crime and the Insane
By FJL Blastrigame. MD
Q. RM. says she thinks it
J..s an outrage that psychiatrists
• don't do a better job of protect-
ing society from 'criminal acts'
-aeainSt jnnocent Persons: She -
believes that psychiatrists need
exposure to more public criti-
cism. in'the hope of mbtivating•
them to tm_prove their handling
or:the insane and judging these
people's fitness to be turned out
to commit other crimes.
A , VIM _arc. ,w'f tk,4_ 
-Uarge, number of tragic crimes
„are committed against innocent
' people by psychotics. You are in-
correct in assuming that pleat-
•li r-TY: -
examination and tests, whether
a given patient will be danger-
ous Ui the .foture.
No doubt, our overall social
policy of civil rights has been ex-
tended too far in order to aire
the mentally ill more-freedom.--
Freedom can -be tolerated well
by most of these victims, and it
has represented some advance-
ment that the population in men-
tal imstitittions has dropped. In
part. this :Shift to the outside
_world has. been helped by the
availability of ben41icial
as clear.soups and gelatin-m/111-
a gradual return to more foods
as healing occurs.
Such infections differ from
food poisonings that are usually
caused by bacteria, the common
offenders being salmonella.
owntait in thief Pekin. SMskaie Ir4
titudes and behavior and, more
particularly, those who have
committed a crime or ha
another person.
Repeaters should be confirm(
and the ultimate respqnsibility
at this stage of our knowledge of
mental disease should be that of
our courts to protect innocent
(Pens.
Viruses Cause Stomach and
sew el ;upset 
wind patterns is bringing
weather from the Arctic
Circle as far south Ls Texas.
About- two-thirds of the
nation is feeling the chill in
what the weather service said
was the harshest winter in at
least five years.
_ The demand for more
heating fuels, such al natural
gas, is threatening reserves,
officials say. f
In Binghamton, N.Y., one
supplier, the Columbia
Natural Gas Co., cut off
service to industries with
back-up capability. Other
industries without such dual
capacity have been cut back to
--60 per cent of the normal'.
supply.
Elsewhere, fuel supplies
have been increased by as
niuch as 50 per cent and more
to heat homes and businesses.
Some factories' in South..
Carolina and New Jersey have




from the Carolinas, Virginia,
Maryland and other statea
asked the Federal Power
Commission for authority to
buy natural gas from Texas
that is not subject to federal
price controls.
The group, including Sen.
Strom Thurmond, R-S.C.,
contended that without new
supplies schools, will be shut,
tens of thews/ads of -workers
will be jobless and public
health will be endangered.
The cold snap is causing the
Inrrfremes
,A much closer working rela-
tionship needs to be developed
and maintained between our -
courts and physicians and others .
'handling mental cases,
especially' regarding those who
ha% e potentially dangerotis at-
Q: Mr. V.R wants to know if a
"stomach veva" exists
A: A group of. viruses cause an
irrttatipn to the stomach
 itIV ancI..to the intestine
Tenteritisi Sikh Upsets may
=in nausea, vomiting andIlea A low-grade fever
may be associated with this,
along with mild respiratory
' syrnptoms, fatigue, general ach-
ing and headache. The diseases:,
--•are moderately contagious, and
a number of casts often appear
at the same time in a corn-
munity.
These viral infections are
often self-limiting. Treatment is
rest and fluids in =all portions.
Small amounts of cola drirks
are often well-tolerated, as well
Crossword Puzzler
arent191L
9 Brief 9 Singing
voice,10 Mistake 11 Checks12 Bare 12 Evaluate13 Heed 14 Tidy
ACROSS 5 Narrates
8 Groat Lake1 Heavenly
4118281.
5 Abound
15Dillassed 17 ExpireI lineTtlialined leririrdy _
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heaviest ice buildup id years
an the Great Lakes, the Coast
Guard said. And in
Chesapeake Bay, seven
vessels, including two barges
carrying a total of nearly 1.4
million gallons of oil, were
trapped in Tangier Bay near
the Eastern Shore of
Maryland. Coast- Guard of-
ficials feared that chunks of
ice, blown by gusts of wind,
might puncture the barges'
hulls; but no leaks were im-
mediately reported.
Two tugboats that were
towing the oil barges also
were stuck in the ice.
- In the Great Lakes, Lake
Erie was almost completely
frozen; Lake Michigan was in
danger, of freezing over for it-
only the fourth time this
century and a western portion
of Lake Superior was covered
with ice as well.
The Coast Guard halted
traffic along 20 miles of the
Mississippi River near Cape
Girardeau, Mo:, when a
collapsing ice dam separated
11 barges from a towboat.
Barge traffic was also
slowed on the Ohio, Allegheny
and Monongahela Rivers.
The ice on the igivesapeaks
Bay has cut drastically into
the catch of oysters, snapper,
rockfish and lobsters, forcing
up prices. Oysters, for
example, are up to 810 a




People who didn't sign
16r Medicare medical . in-
surance when they first
became eligible or who have
cancelled the protection once
can enroll now through March
31 at any social security office,




automatically to people who
reach 65 and are eligible for
social security benefits - and
to disabled people under 65
who have been entitled to
monthly social security
disability benefits for 24
consecutive months or more.
Nine out of ten people eligible
are enrolled in the program,
according to the spokesman.
"But some people decline
the protection when they.'re
first ellgible,"he said. "Ancl
some sign up once and cancel
later. They can enroll in the
first three months of any
year." .
Medical insurance helps pay
doctor bills and other medical
expenses and is the voluntary
part of Medicare, funded Ly
individual premiums and
Federal general revenues.
The basic premium is $7.20 a
month through -Tune, 1977. It
will be $7.70 a month for the 12-




d• efil_Y OfirwAtuff for more
than a year *Tay a 'higher-
premLum," the spokesman
noted. "People who sign up




insurance, which is funded by
social security contributions
from workers, employers, and
self-employed people.
"People 65 and over who are
not eligible for social security
or railrOad retirement
benefits can apply at any
social security office and get
Medicare hospital insurance
by paying a Premium," the
spokesman said. "The basic
premium is $45 a month
through June, 1977. It will be
$54 a month for the 12-month
period starting in July, 1977.
--People-whe buy-hospitaMn- -
surance must also sign up for
the medical insurance," he
said.
People who have worked
long enough under social
security or the railroad
retirement system can get
Medicare if they have per-
manent kidney failure Their
wives or husbands or children
may also be eligible for
Medicare if they have per-
manent kidney failure.
The' telephone number for
the Paducah social security --
office is 443-7506. The
telephone number for the











buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 436-
2575.
FOR FREE OIL and




























by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
A 1 1 reader
classifieds must be




Payment Rate Of Error
FRANiFORT, Ky. -
Kentucky has reduned its
error rate in welfare
payments by 36.8 percent for
the six months which ended
last June. Gov. Julian M.
Carroll received the news
from the U. S. Department of
Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) Atlanta of-
fice.
-Frank J. Groschelle,
regional director of HEW's
Social, and Rehabilitative
Service, noted. "This is in
cuntra to the-reductlorr Ot
.---..payment errors in Region IV
front 14.7 percent to 9.8 per-
cent, a net decline of 38.3 per
_ cent!' (Kentucky is one of
eight southeastern states in
Region IV.)
Gov. Carroll said, "I am
very pleased that Kentucky
remains a leader among
states in this part of . the
country in the effort to cut
down, as much as is humanly
possible, the error rate in
payments of Aid to Families
with Dependent Children. An
underlying theme of this
administration has been to
Check
Your





requested to check the
first insertion of ods for
correction This
newspaper will be
naspant Mkt for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY &NOR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM1
MY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
place a premium on the most
efficient uses of state and
federal tax dollars in all areas
of state government."
According to HEW figures,
Kentucky has reduced its
error rate from 17.4 percent to
11 per cent. Current error
rates are 6.3 per cent
ineligible and 11.9 per cent
overpaid. The HEW
notification described the
improvements in the overpaid
cases as "a significant
decline...from 294 to 11.9 is a
If You
Need Them:










Poison Control .  75-1588
Senior Citizens.  753-0919
Neale  7531E10









nCtt exludiugi ot53.5 per tent.'"-- CENTERIn this letter to the
Governor, Groschelle said,
"We do congratulate Ken-
tucky on the progrep
made thus far."
The Governor noted, "I UM
aware of the difficulty in
monitoring and maintaining
quality control in these
welfare program areas and I
congratulate those in the
Department for Human
Resources who are respon-
sible for improving our good
record."
The Aid to Families with
Dependent Children program
is administered through the
Bureau for Social Insurance in
Human Resources. Gail S.
Huecker is commissioner of
the bureau. '
We seek see iseillvideel eke
his dressed of swains wed
operating ttiefr very owe
tooftes tatittairt . r
program tacks/es cow





assistance end begin* kr
vsetsry.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY









bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.,
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 1.18 South 12th,
753-0035. Pree" parking




you to bring your
-Volkswagon, Porsche,
or Audi in for prompt
and c(iiiftetnis serince.
Located on Industrial
Road. Call 753-0521._ _
IF YOU WOULD like to
know what God's plan is
for you and you believe
the Holy Bible is God's-
inspired !ord. Call 753-
0984 Saturday 8 a.m.-9




Barber Shop, 209 Walnet
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 730-
3:30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 753-
3685.
3 Cad 01 Thanks
WE WISH to thank
everyone for all the
things that were done
during the illness and
passing of our mother
- Boptk.
special thanks to all her
neighbors at the Murray
Housing Authority who
has helped to make her
last years, days of
pleasure. To the nurses
on second floor at the
Murray and Calloway
County ,Hospital along
with other members of
the staff who' brought
the birthday cake and
helped to make her 93rd
birthday one we'll
r.nember. Also to Dr.
Clark who worked faith-
ful, Rev. Burpoe and
Rev. Allen and the
singers from' Grace
Baptist Church. Thanks
for all the food, flowers,
visits and prayers. May
the Lord bless each of
you. The children,
Orville, Milton, Harold








envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00
ner 1000-shifting en-













maturity is. We train.





the Citizens of the
-City of Murray:
The City of Murray is going to have a BRUSH
pickup starting January 17 - March 18 of 1977.
This is a BRUSH pickup only! Below is a set of
rules that oat be followed to inste that your
brush will be picked up:
Brush and tree trimmings must be cut and
placed within 10' of the edge of street with butt
ends facing the street. Brush must be no larger
than 4" at butt ends and 8' in length. Brush can-
not be pfcked up if vines, briars, wire, lunlber, or
other foreign objects are mixed in with brush:
Please dip, save, awl Akio 19k... regoietises.
Do Not Call The Office .
We will not make special trips anywhere
Signed






























14 Want To Buy
BUY one acre












GOOD USED full size
-violin.- Please call 489-
2732.
COINS AMERICAN and





Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
WOULD LIKE to buy 30,
40 or 55 gallon
aquarium. Call 767-4383.
WANTED TO BUY old
comic books. Good
prices. Prefer stacks. _
Call 753429.








$15 rick. 50 locust posts.
Call 753-1358 or 753-3047.
MAMIYA C 330 camera,
normal and wide angle'




Call 753-3229 after 5 p.m.
IF CARPETS look dull
and drear, remove spots
-as they appi wgtli Blue
Lustre. Rent eleetric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center,
15. Articles For Sale 22. Musical
•
AVAll.ABLE .NOW. GOOD USED practice
Urethane foam. All piano. Call after t, 753-
sizes, all densities. Cut 8058.
to your specs. West KY.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767,
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
$15.00 a rick for green.
$12.50 for seasoned. Call
753-4304 or 753-9871.
SALE + CHAINSAW
chains,- is" or 404 pitch.




















and Service, 500 Maple




FOR SALE - zig zag
sewing machine. Full
cash price, $30. . Call
Lake-wood, 1-354-8619.
19. Farm Equipment
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-




corn, head and grain
table. Call 753-1775.
11 FOOT Chisel- plow,
excellent condition. Call
489-2557.
SPECIAL 5 shank sub
moisture plows. New
$750. Vinson Tractor Co.
753-4892.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




1973 20 FOOT Marlin ski
barge. 500 Mercury
motor and trailer, $1800.
Tupper for short wheel
base pickup, panelled












made any size for an- •
tique beds or campers. • 1,
-save FL F$TO SPEAK YoUR 
all mattresses, OP11410146 OKI CARTER'S APPOIN1-





reduced 40 per cent, all
toilet seats reduced 40
per cent, all candles 1/2
• price, all shower .cur-
tains 4 price, all
tablecloths reduced 25
per cent, one group
decorator pillows
reduced 25 per- cent at
the Green Door,
Dixieland Center,
Chestnut Street.  -
26. TV-Radio
LLOYDS 100 WAITS AM-
FM 8 track solid state
stereo, with G. E. tur-
ntable 01257 co-r-r_Jillt- -
offer-Call.7-5B-40:10.-
27 Moble Home SAles
12 x70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and 3/4
baths, all electric. Call
753-4548 after 5 p.m.
1973 12 x 60 Criterion,
fully furnished, and
carpeted. Call 7534807. -
011=11111._



















1974 ATLANTIC on 1 acre
lot in front of East 
Elementary School. Call
753-1775.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
SMALL TWO bedroom,
large lot. $65 per month.
Call 489.2595.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
20 x se, so CHESTNUT
Northside Shopping
Center. Call 753-0425 or
753-7527.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT as soon
as possible in Murray
area. Two bedroom
FURNISHED APART-





























ROOMS FOR RENT in






TIME KEEPER - SALARIED
Koh school graduate or equivalern. To perform a variety of clerical, computing, counting; in-
Ventory and other defies, primarily those pertaining to compiling hours worked for factory em-
ployees. Process and keep time cards on production employees; Contacting Industrial Engineering




High school graduate or eqtrivalent, above average tip-mg skills Perform various stenographic,
posting, clerical and related duties primarily to assist Accounts Payable Cashier. Overate
bookkeeping machine, *rife checks, prepare daily cash reports, as occasion regoirel operate key
punch and assist iii skipping and intoiting duties and other duties assigned.
PAYROLL CLERK - SALARIED
High school graduate or equivalent, average typing skills To perform a variety cl clerical.
computing, typing, posting and other duties to prepare factory payroll. Check daily time tickets,
group and production reports for completeness and accuracy. Make required deductions to(
savings bonds, State and Federal tares, etc. Post afi data to payroll records, maintain employee
records in torrent order and olher dories assigned.
Excellent salary plus broad fringe benefit package
For employee application, apply at the
Personnel Oepartment of The Tappan Company,lansary II. 1977
TAPPAR rompdp ,




36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal. Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
GROCERY STORE and









BETTER MEAT for less
money. Corn fed steers
and hogs for slaughter.
Call 753-9390.
EIGHT PIGS for sale.
Nice. $30 each. Call 489-
2456, Herman C. Witty.
- TWENTY PIGS. Call 492-
8360 after 5 p.m.
HAVE AN ALDER horse
that neetra a loving







Gilts for sale privately":
During a recent, survey
• we found that many.
farmers would prefer  to.
buy privately where
they could have time to
visit, look over 'the herd
and see our facilities,
rather than buy at_ _
auction. So we are
devoting the entire
months of Jan. and Feb.
to private sales and
tours. HINDS FARMS,





Female, $45.00. Call 435-
4385.
43 Real Estate
TWO ACRESOF , land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
_COZY COMFORT  is_ine_
word for this attractive
three bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westwood
Subdivision City water
and sewer, 2 baths, all,
built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air,
patio, 2 car garage with
-doubt-v.- ----concrete
driveway. New and
ready for someone -to
move right in. You will
love the up-to-the-
minute appointments.






fireplace will keep you
cozy this winter in this
lovely 3 bedroom, 2 bath
room, large eat-in
kitchen, living room,
utiljk room, den with
woburning fireplace
bookshelves. attached 2
car garage with extra
storage areas and
automatic opener.
Priced at $4,000. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for emore in-
formation 0:- this home.
43. Real Estate
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511651
FOR RENT OR SALE: 8
room house, .3 bedroom,
" central heat and air, 4
miles from Murray on
641. Call 753-5618:
PANORAMA SHORES -
Nice three bedroom, 1












homes up to the 20's.
Come by WilS013
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the






division w,:h 3 large
17(firdoms, 2 baths,
iltring roon: large den
wits beaUt ful cedar
paneling, w-od beamed..
ceiling ar.4 lovely
flrepLice, 1. :rnal dining,
room, kit( utility
room, 2 car garage and
many extra This home
has lovely ,i,Tor and is
truly uniqc: Phone us





mediatel pct., ,ession this
brand , new .-:+tbree
bedroom h( me on an
extra large lot can- be
yours. Spaci,)us kitchen,
lots of closet room and
two baths Joba C.t
Neubauer. Realtor, 505
Main Si 753-0101 or '
Linda Drake,' 753-0492.
co'
Nouse Trailer awl Lewd
located in Stalls mod ideally
iineted for rental of trailer
pork on/ hes 20 pies sues
of lend ideal vrith_e peed
Immo tow, if ye. went is-
come property end form cell
us.
Living Hoer College
$OO & 102 N. 17th, is the
locatioe of this einsteading
bourne with 3 Nedrooms, I
bath end • spec.d study let
the college pref. or sisit.
N-Cryour owilITIZers
facilities to suit yow taste
in this 4 bedroom brick new
home with fireplece, coritrel
hest end sir leceted in the
hotter par of Merrily, en
Doran Rood.
Living Income
Irtre Pike 3 bedroom home
elinost in city limits,
modorn, mid lies • 30 x 40
shop that 'cm be used for
cleanup or body shop.
I V2 Acres
Cosmetic appearence with
strectwel ssitiadriess this 3
loadoseas brick has 2 baths,
dishwasher end all the most
modern fecirities neer cud.
motor for $32000.
3 Acres
Leaned neer old Cherry
whim
brick Imam with trims
background soil enough
room for the largo fonidy,
you should too thin for loss
nem $35,000.
Worn' llio Atonal
2 or 3 todroom frmno boom
wino ono bads has largo
vtdity, 2 perdies bet the
outbuildings ere
plienorminel, ell this cm 2
sores of land for only
S19,000.
. Old flirt Sound
5 Redrawn home with MI
1110dtra facilities,
redecorated and sated con-
strectHe. Newly painted on
the exterior, located is city
of Hour( only 511,900.
3000 Sq. Ft.
This dream house is located
in the most desirable
locartioe, close to golf cow
se, swimming pool mid only
3 minutes from city,
dwelling Ks two hobs, 3
bedrooms, tarp utility, 15 I
15 family room with
firephice located on High-
way 94 west.
5 Acres
Within 2 miles of city has 3
bedrooms, largo living room
dining area, 1 rooms in oh,
.sitting _90 L beautiful  _ hill_
his 14 s 40 block building
end 20 s 30 -metal stock
here, only $32,000.
Wilson Ins. end Reel Est•to
Phone 753,3263 onytorne
46. Homes For Sale
COUNTRY HOME - 4
bedroom brick on 2'.
wooded acres $31,900
Call 753-5747
BIG HOUSE for family,
















brick house located on
itirksey. Central heat .
and air, price $28,000.
Call 489-2110 or 489-2261.
47 Motoicwcles
1975 125 MX YAMAHA.
Excellent condition.




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
30. IN, HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
Gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.




stereo, and tape. $4650.
Call 753-4445.
1972 DODGE Colt. 4 cyl.
alitnmistir 2 .dr. _ _
solid yellow with new
tires. $1050.00. Phone
354-6217.
1966 SCOUT, 4 cyl.
straight stick, good in antiques. Call 753-0493
$450.00. Phone 354-6217.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
_1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 14
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.












- of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps,, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.
WE LAY RUBBER back
carpet $1.25 sq. yd. Work
guaranteed 1 year. Call-
for Ray 436-2124 or Bob
 4,16-24i5
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.








ficient service. NO job




work  needs call John







1974 V. W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
753-3185.
1972 CADILLAC Sedan De
Ville. Excellent con-
dition. Excellent -tires-.






Call 753-4124, South 4th
s--.Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call- Doug Taylor





Call Ralph Worley, 753-
0708.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for stdrm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, andsuto glass•




TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete _patip and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,















1974 MARK IV. Red with
white top. $5495. Call
753-4445.
1976.-GIVIC 3,4 ton, heavy
duty springs and tires.
Only 8,000 miles. Perfect
condition. Asking $3950.
Call 753-4716:
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has., all
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
Ertel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished
body, $600. If interested
call 753-6564.
1973 BUICK ELECT'RA, 4
door, hardtop. AM-FM
stereo, tilt, cruise,





Good tires. $225. Call
753-0626.
BY OWNER, reduced,
seven rooms and bath,
_with dry basement and











-tires, $125. Dune Buggy,
289 Engine, automatic
transmission. Rest
" offer. Headache rack for
- semi. $50. Call 753-0085
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8'





3-11 & 114 Shifts in Coronary Care & Critical Care
Areas. Salaries comparable 'to other Medical
Facilities in area. Excellent fringe benefit
program. Contact Director of Nursing Jennie Stuart
Memorial Nospittil -502-8116-5721 bit. 609, Hoplin-
svike, Ky. 42240. Equal Opportunity Employer.
WILL DO babysitting in
my home. Call 753-8552:
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for




gutters - installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
WILL DO inside or out-




order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
-evenius_901-247-49. • _
WHY PAINT? Let Glover •
and Wilson ' put
sh_nt__anj


















struction (7o., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.



















One year old. Been
decla wed. Call 753-5030
DISTRIBUTOR
We are in the booming autOrnotive parts after-
market. No selling-we supply the accounts. Up to
$250 weekly part_ time. Up to $750-or..more--ftall -
a time. $2,995 investment for inventory. For in-
formation write enclosing phone number and ad-
dress to: WAYCO CORPORATION, 115 Fulton
Ave, Hempstead, NY 11550. Or call Toll-Free
800-645-2345
FIXED UMW.
Are you one who, every year, has your
bathroom "fixed".. this time "for good,"
you hope. But the next year its to do over
again. Its for sure you haven't 'iced Mar-
ble and its for sure, you need to. Put your




Quality 'Mat Will Ple;i,t.
So. 9th 153t.5719
e
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Deaths and Funerals I
Everett McClain
Dead At Age 70
- Services ((cc • Everett
McClain, 70, will be at one
p.m. today .at Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Chapel in
-
Benton.
The Rev. Julian Warren will
officiate and burial will be in
Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Mt. McClain was a resident -
of Chicago and a retired
engineer for the University of
Chicago. He was a mernbertof
Golgotha Lutheran Church.
He died at 3:30 a.m. Wed-
nesday .11e.
He is survived by the widow,
Mrs. Bessie McClain; a
stepdaughter, Mrs. Carmen
Kerr of Rokers, Ark.; two
sisters, Mrs. Lenice Gaddey
and Mrs. Lucille Gaddey, both
of Chicago; ihTee brothers,
Leslie and Robert McClain,
ooto oi Ulucagu, aiiti Coy





As sisters, Mrs. Linda Taylor of
Benton Route 8, Mrs. Cathy




old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Pat Linson of Benton Route 4








Alton, Sr., will be held Sunday
atone p. m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Bro. John Dale and
Rev. Jerrell White officiating
Pallbearers will be James
Williams, Kerry Williams,
Danny ylillims Donnie
Williams, Tony Jones, and
Jimmy Gills.
..Burial will be in the Murray
Cemetery.
Mr. Alton, age 59, died at
1045 p. m. Tpur.sday at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. '
Mr. Alton was a retired
employee of the Tappan
•Company of Murray and was a
member of the New Concord
Church Of Christ. His parentl
were the' late Dave and Era
fleet Allen.
Survivors include the
widow, Mrs. Louise Williams
Alton of 505 South Seventh
Stre.et,Murray; and they were
married October 20, 1940.
Other relatives include his son
Eugene Alton, Jr. and
daughter-in-law lathy Alton
of Murray Route Five; two
sisters, Mrs. Ralph Jones of
Mayfield Route One and Mrs.
Anna Httle of Louisville; three
brothers, Hugh Alton of Santa
Rosa, Calif., Paul Alton of
Warren, Mich., and Harold




Five and the Misses Connie,
Beverly and Stephanie Linson, Increase In
all of Benton Route Four; four
brothers, Dennis, Jackie, 
xe 
-
mption GivesERandy and Scottie Linson, all I-
of Benton Route Four; and her
rndpaieat  W ans trs-,...Eiderly.A BreaL
Other Leach of Almo.
Funeral services will be
held at 2 p. m. Sunday at
Union Ridge Baptist Church.
The Rev. Willard Beasley;
wilrofficiate and burial will be
in Union Ridge Cemetery.
Friends may call at Filbeck





FRANKFORT, Ky. AP ) -
An increase in Kentucky's
Homestead Exemption will
give citizens 65 and over About
a $70 property tax break, state
Revenue Commissioner
Maurice Carpenteir saysu
-*Tin mighty glad to be able"
to- talk about something we
can give," Carpenter said
Friday.
_This year and-next-he said,
when people 65 and over are
taxed on the .residential
property they own and oc- -
Funeral...Arrangements for cupy, $8,900 of the property
Edward Dowdy of Murray value will be tax exempt.
Route Five, remain in- At the' average propsrty tax
complete at the Blalock- rate • around Kentucky, the
Coleman Funeral Home exemption will save the
where friends may call. taxpayer about $70. Carpenter
Mr. Dowdy, age 77, died at said.
7:30 a. m. Friday, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by the widow,
Mrs. Audie Bolen Dowdy; five
rlaighters, four sons, one





The exemption was $6,500
when first created by the 1974
General Assembly. It was
raised to $7,700 for 1975 and
1976,-ind now to $8,900 as the
rcbst-of-living index rose,
Cdi-penter said,
will remain at $8,900
dtiing 1977 and 1978, and
."then we'll have to recom-





Regular worship 'services who now get the exemption
will be. held at the Memorial with the increase, he said.
Baptist Church. lacates1 at Carpenter 4isid_peop1e who_
Wain and Tenth Streets, on turn 65 this year should go to
Sunday, January 16, at 10:50 their property valuation
a.m. and Seven p.m. with the administrator's and apply for
pastor, the Rev. Jerrell White, the exemption.
au-the-speaker. — s a Mee Mir& peorile
-Worshipping the Created who have a fixed income and a
Rather Than the Creator" will little home," he laid. The tax
be the morning sermon topic break saves them some
with his scripture beingjrom _money."
Romans 1:18-32. Carpenter noted that bet-
Ralph Bogard, deacon of the ween now and March. 1, all
week, will assist in the: ser- property owners qust list
vices. Special music will be by their taxable prokby with
the Sanctuary Choir. directed their property_ valuation
by the Rev. Ron Hampton, administrators. 
__
minister of music and youth, Also, he said, a new law,
with Dianne Dixon. as pianist enacted by the 1976 General
and Margaret Wilkins as Assembly, requires all
organist. oWners,.lessees and operators
The_everling_.5ermon topic of mineral _properties . _to Ile
will be "Man's Need for returns with the Department
Righteousness" with scripture, -of We:venue byfeb, -
from Romans 2:1-3: 20. Special These returns were
music will be presented. -
Church School will be at 9:40
a.m. with Elbert Thothasoh-aS
director. The Rev. George
Gray , of the Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly will be the
guest speaker at Church
Training at six p.m.
previously filed With the
county, propertY valuation
administrators, he said.
Unmined coal, now exempt
froth local county and school
taxes, will be taxed by the
state at a rate of 31.5 cents per
$100 value, Carpenter said.
7SCOTT DRUG Ti
1205 Chestnut Street
Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Kescoiption and
Sundry Needs
a' Open 1200 Noon Til 6 P. M.
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Claudine Longet Faces Sentencing
After Her Conviction On Friday
ASPEN, Colo. (API "If -you're negligent and
not guilty, I'm not guilty," take someone's life," DeWolfe
whispered sad-eyed Claudine said, "you should get some
Longet just before Andy kincl of slap on the hand, some
Williams whisked her from kind of punishment."
the courthouse into the DeWolfe said he hopes Miss
Longet isn't given a prison_freezing night air of Aspen.
"I have too much respect for sentence because he feels she
human life to have been poses no "threat to soeiety.:'
guilty," said the French-born Miss Longet's other defense
entertainer, ex-husband attorney, Ronald Austin, said
Williams at her side. outside his wood-beamed
She faced sentencing Jan. 31 office he thought the jury took
after being convicted Friday the easy way out.
of criminally negligent "It's the attitude of: 'Let's
homicide in the shooting death toss a bone to each side,'
last March of her ski champ something for We...defense and
lover, Vladimir "Spider" something , for the
Sabich. Maximum penalty is prosecution.",
two,years in jail and a $5,000 Prosecutor Ashley
Anderson was jubilant. "We,
Defense attorney Charles
Weedman said a decision
whether to appeal will De
made after sentencing. "We
are disappointed,. of course,"
he ,said, "but thank God the
jury did not find her guilty ofa
felony,"
A state district court jury of
seven men and five women
took three hours and 40
minutes- to settle on the
misdemeanor homicide
charge instead of a felony
manslaughter conviction the
prosecution wanted. That
carried a maximum 10 years
in jail and $30,000 fine.
The 35-year-old defendant,
who began her- American
career as a Las Vegas
showgirl, cried several times
in four days of testimony that
followed a week of jury
selection marked by open
hostility toward her.
But when the verdict was
read in the high-ceiling
courtroom, Miss .Longet„the Ineetinglorbiamoatkwill
iffenveTtirelTiotro"rffrrain',, not be rescheduled.
48, a television and recording •
star, rubbed his hands across LAKE DATA
a furrowed brow. Kentucky Lake, 7
The jury decided against 355.4, up 0.3. 
•
manslaughter almost im- Below dam 304.3, up 0.3.
mediately, juror Daniel Barkley Lake 7 a. m. 355.1,
DeWolfe, 27, later disclosed. down 0.7.
But heAsaid most jurors, felt Below dam 316.3, up 0.3.
they could not acquit her. Sunset 5:02. Sunrise 7:09.
think the jury made a good
decision," he said "We think
it was a fair jury. We think it
was a fair 
He then dashed to a
telephone to tell friends, "We
won! Welvon!" The defense
had portrayed the 29-year-old
prosecutor as an hies-'
perinced youth 'in its sum-.
mation.
The. verdict -climaxed four
days of testimony on why
Sabich, 31, was killed in a
Music Department
Meeting Cancelled
The meeting of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club for Tuesday
night has been cancelled,
according to Mrs. Hugh
Noffsinger, chairman of the
club.
Mrs. Noffsinger said that
THE nEws
In BRIEF
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
John W. Collis, a disbarred
Lexington . lawyer who was
convicted Nov. 24 on 10 of 12
counts of theft of his clients'
funds, has been sentenced to
four years in prison.
' Fayette Circuit Judge
Mitchell Meade announced the
sentence Friday, refusing a
motion for 'probation. Collis'
attorney, Blake Page of
Winchester, said he would
appeal the conviction.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -




$10,000 from the New York-
based Compton Foundation
for use in two fellowships.
Thellewships-are--te-he-
awarded to young American




The First United Methodist
Church will hold two morning
worship services at 8:45 and
10:50 on Sunday, January 16.
The Rev. Dr.. James A.
Fisher, Sr., minister of the
church, will speak' on the
subject, "Excess Baggage,"
with scripture from Hebrews
12:1-13 for both' services.
will be sung by -Margaret-
Porter at the 8:45 service. The
Chancel Choir, directed by
-Paul Shahan with Bea Farrell
as organist,- will sing the
anthem, "p Saviour Of the
World" at the later service.
Church School will be held.
between the morning services.'
Greeters for Sunday will be
Jim and Judy Stahler, Pat
Page, and Barbara Priddy.
A meeting' for parents of
youth will be held Sunday at
5:30 p. m. in the Senior Youth
Room. This is for parents and
interested church members
concerning the youth program
in the church, said Beryl
Vkhaley, youth coordinator.
The Senior and 'Junior High
Youth Fellowship groups will
meet at 5:30 p. in. Sunday for'
supper followed by their
programs at six p. •
a. m.
other minority groups seeking
their master of arts degrees.
RICHMOND, Ky. (API -
Dr. Randolph Quirk, professor
of English at University
College, London, England,
Will speak at the Kentucky
Interdisciplinary Conference
of Linguistics at . Eastern
Kentucky University March
31-April 2. •
Teachers and scholars in
linguistics, English; foreign
languages and other subjects
involving the, science of





Bro. John Dale, minister of
the Seventh and Poplar
- Chureiref Christ, at .pv,ik
the 8:30 a. m., 10:40 a. m., and
six p. m. worship .services on
Sunday, January 16, at the
church.
"Look Ye Out Among
You..." will be the morning
sermon topic with the
scripture from Acts 6:1-4 to be
read by Mike Morgan at 8:40
and by Max Farley at 10:40. At
the early service Ron McNutt
will make the announcements,
Alan Jones will direct the song
service, -and Jack Ward and
Max Walker all lead in
prayers.
Jerry Bolls will direct, the
song service at 10:40 and 6:00
with Jack Rose to make an=
nouncements each time.
PrayerS at 10:40 win be led by
Gene Jones and Buie Suiter.
"More On The Will of God"
will be the 6:00 topic with the
scripture from II. Peter 3:8-9
to be read by Bruce McManus,
and prayers to be led by Ed
Timmerman and Paul Kelly.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Robert Usrey
and Ed West at 8:30, and
James Suiter and OtW
Valentine at 10:40. Leemon
Nix, Gene Roberts, Harry 
Russell, and Michael Russell
will serve .on the Extension
' Department. Tressa, Brewer
will be the teen nursery
.
Bible Study will be at 9:40 a.
m.
bathroom of the $250,000 home
he shared with Miss Longet
and her three cialdren by
Williams.
She had told jurors in her
tearful testimony' , -"I loved
Spider. I loved the man that he
was." She said the .22-caliber
pistol he was teaching her to
use discharged accidentally.
The prosetution tried to
show the tiny, dark-haired
Miss Longet was a person
"who took chances."
Prosectors said she had been
teasing Sabich and pointed the
gun at him although she knew
it was loaded.
Juror DeWolfe said he
believed the defendant's
version. "I know she must
•thow mad she * at Spider,
'There was no, way she
recklessly shot MM."
Miss Longet will-try to start
working Monday -with, -a
probation officer who will
recommend a sentence to
state District Court Judge
George Lohr, Austin said.
• She hopes to-return soon to
teaching French twice weekly
at a local elementary school,
he said.
On May 2, 1960, Caryl Chess-
man, who had won eight stays
of execution since conviction on
robbery, kidnapping and at-
to death in the San Quentin
Prison gas, chamber. 
Patrice Lumumba, ousted
premier of the Republic of the
Congo, was murdered in the
Congo's secessionist province of
Katma_Jan., 17, 1961.
Echoes From The Past
"I .4-Col14mn ofhistorical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories and .faniilv notes. I
Written By Judith A. Maupin
Crockett Creek Baptist Church
One of the oldest, if not the oldest
congregations which has existed in
Western Kentucky or Tennessee, was a
small church in the Stewart County
portion of Land Between the Lakes.
This church, part of the Little River
Baptist Association, was called Barren
Spring Baptist Church when it was
formed in 1809, and was renamed in
1817. Its first pastor was Dudley
Williams, who was well known through
the western parts of both states as one
of the earliest preachers.
As early as 1827, Alexander Campbell
began to cause agitation in some of the
churches with his doctrines, and that
year, a circular letter, strongly
ccialu ending that the church require
a declaration or faith of what we know'
as the Scriptures, was added to the
chturh minute:I. There was also mucn
&mention concerning the advisability
of missions, which caused some discord
among the members. This issue
became so heated that two groups were
-fornied, the-Yasionary Society and the
Anti-Missionary Society. After- a
lengthy and probably heated
discussion, a letter was sent to the Red
River Association, stating that
Crockett's Creek Church was
suspending all correspondence with
that body, which was strodgly, Anti-
Missionary. So the missionary group
won out.
In 1825, Isham Sills deeded two acres
for the purpose of forming a permanent
church; however, the deed was not
actually registered at the county court
house in Dover until 1841.
Church minutes for the intervening
years were almost nonexistent,
although it was noted that the Lord's
Supper was set for February, 1864, to be
followed by foot washing. This was a
day which was celebrated by praying
and fasting.
In 1866, the church membership was
105, with seven colored members. This
statistic resulted in controversy among
church members," most of whom were
hoping to establish a separate church
for the Negro members of the
congregation. By 1867, the colored
members had increased to 36, and a
separate church was erected for them
in what was known as the Pinchnickel
community, nearby.
The church was formally disbanded
when TVA came in and purchased all
the land between the rivers for the
formation of a recreation area. When I
was discussing this event with Mr. T. P.
Sholar, of the Library Department of
Murray State, he told me of an incident
which had happened to him before the
church had bsien disbanded.
It Seemed dwibe had decided togo to 
a "singing" being held there one
Sunday afternoon. He was from Cadiz,
but had been away-from the area for
awhile and was ore considered
somewhat .of a . the pecirde-
who lived between the rs. So, as he
told, he came from Cadiz and turned
south on the road which used to run
along the Cumberland River, but which
is now at the bottom of Lake Barkley.
Not having been at Crockett's Creek
before, he stopped at several houses
along the way, asking directions. To his
surprise, no one seemed to know where
the church was located, even though it
was one of the oldest congregations in
the area. So he continued on his way,
until he arrived ,at his destination,
mostly by luck. The real surprise came,
though, when he entered the church and
recognized among the congregation
several of the people of whom he had
asked directions! Evidently, one of the
basic rules among the people was not to
give information to strangers, even if it
was just how to get to church.
Supreme Court Reverses Lower
Court Ruling In Custody Case
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The Kentucky Supreme Court
Friday reversed a Fayette
Circuit Court ruling and
awarded custody of an infant
child to its mother, ruling that,
where- (Abet things appear
equal, "the natural preference
for the mother should
prevail."
However, in another case,
the high court affirmed a
Floyd Circuit Court ruling
granting custody of two infant
ghildren to the father -
despite the fact, it said, that
the "courts must aceord great
weight to the fact that small
children need a mother more
than a father in their tender
years."
In unanimously reversing
Fayette Circuit Court Judge
Mitchell Meade's decision to
award custody to Frank L.
Casale, a University of
Kentucky ,spolitical science
professor, the Supreme Court
said that while the testimony
as a whole "could be
evaluated to indicate a
marginal preference for the
father-as-the-moit-suitabie -




Church, located at Main and
Broach Streets, will celebrate
Holy Communion on Sunday,
January 16, at the services at
9:45 a.m. at the church.
The Rev. Stephen Daven-
port, vicar of the church, will
conduct the services. Robert
Whitmer will serve as acolyte.
Church School and Adult
Class will be held at eleven
a.m.
Bluegrass State CB
Club, To Hold Meet
The Bluegrass State CB
Club will meet Monday,
January 17, at seven p. m. at
the Calloway County Court
Room.
All members and interested
persons are invited and urged
to attend. said Hawley Bucy,
president.
Lodge To Meet
At The Lodge Hall
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Matons will
hold its regular meeting in the
lodge hall 'on' Main Street on
Monday, January 17, at 7:30 p.
m.
All members and visiting
1Viasons are invited to attend,
a spokesman said.
child, the test is the 'best in- equal with respect to which
terests' of that child." parent would make the better
The high court cited the custodian of the children.
uniform marriage and divorce The court' pointed to the
law enacted by -the 1972--mother's- history of- mental
Kentucky General Assembly, instability,- but also to the fact
_Solomon."
The Supreme Court held in
the case of Geraldine and
Darrell Calhoun of Floyd




The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
pastor of, the First Baptist
Church, will speak on the
subject, "Is Anything Too
Hard For The Lord?" at the
10:45 a. m. services on Sun-
which say hat- when all _that_ her anly finonPiel means _day, januarylehibx_scripture
other things are equal, "the to mean* a home for herself will be from Genesis 18:1-15.
preference for the mother as a and the ehildren-44vouliil be Special music will be a duet
custodian of young whatever can be squeezed to be sung. by Mr. and. Mrs.
children. ..is Simply' a .shor- from Darrell, and his income Phil Duncan, and the song,
thand • method for expressing is not enough to stand it': "Lord, Speak To Me, That -I
the best interests of the The high court said her life, May Speak," to be sung by the
Adult Choir, directed by Joan
Bowker. '
children..."
The Supreme Court said it
was not prepared to define
how much proof, must be
produced to overcome, the
preference for the mother,
saying it is "a value
judgement that ,has to be
decided on a case by case
basis."
The high court's opinion
affirming the Floyd Circuit
Court's decision awarding
custody of two young children
to their father, written by
Justice John Palmore, termed
if granted custody, would be
"a constant battle in the
courthouse to force Darrell to
provide funds, transportation,
and medical treatment for the
children...that he now
provides voluntarily."
The court noted that the fact
that he makes his home with
his parents cannot diminish
his right to have custody if
that is what appears best for
the children.
Autopsy Ordered
the situation "another of those ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
domestic controversies which Ray Conklin will direct the(AP) - An autopsy has been
would vex even great .ordered to determine the song service for both hours on
attorney Richardd Moorman.Leachfie"InfiaY organisiviit"allik wker 
,as,
Allene Knight as
Moorman, 47, was found
Thursday in his overturned
car near here, and officials
afe wisure Writhe he died




The First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) will hear
the minister, the Rev. Dr.
David C. Roos, speak at the
10:45 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, January 16, at the
church.
Don McCord will be ,worship
leader with Emily Appeiswi
and Caroline Schoenfeldt as
candle lighters. Greeters will
be Mr. and Mrs. William
Flynt, Jr. •
Margaret Porter will be
choir director and Gary
Galloway will be organist.
Elders serving, will be
Bailey Gore and Auburn
Wells. Deacons will be Henry
Fulton, B. D. Hall, John Hall,
Coleman McKeel, Dan
McKeel, Robert Puttoff, and
Steve Shaw.
The flowers on the com-
munion table will be in
memory of Mrs. Mayme
Randolph by the family.
Youth Choir practice will be
at five p.M. Sunday with both
youth groups to meet at 5:30
p.m. for supper followed by
meetings at six p.m. Elders'
will meet at 6:30 pin. Sind The
Clidrch Board at se4n p.m
posure.
Police said the car' which
Moorman was driving slid off
the Elizabethtown bypass and
overturned several times.
Ronald Churchill, deacon of
the week, will assist In the
morning services.
Speaker at the seven p. mu.,
services will be G. T. Moody,
minister of education, whose
subject will be "The Book of
Jude." Bill Wilson, minister of
youth, will have the invocation
and welcome to the guests.
A solo will be sung by Steve
Hussung. The choir selection
will be "In The Presence of
the Lord."
pianist.
Taking the offering on




Mathis, B. C. Grogan, and
Calvin Morris.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. m.
1976 Plymouth Vidor. - air, power, automatic, 6
cylinder, low mileage, local car.
1976 Gremlin - 6 cylinder,-automatic, under 14,000
miles.
1975 Dodge Dort Swinger - automatic, air, power,
low mileage. .
1975 Dodge Dort Sport - air, power, automatic, 318
V8, low mileage.
1974 Mont. Cork -.air, power, nice car.
1974 Dodge Colt - 4 door with automatic and air,
sold new at Jim Fain Motors.
1973 VW 412 - 4 door with automatic transmission.
1973 Dodge Pick-Up - Adventlifer Sport with-
automatic, air, power, tool box and rails, local
truck.




810 Sycamore Phone 753-0632
